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THE FEDERAL TRANSIENT BUREAUS
CHAPTER I
MIORATIOH AHD THE TRASSIDIT
“There has always been movement of population
in America, Migration must be recognized as a
valid phenomenon in the develtmimt of the p o 
tentialities of any country# In the earlier
days human drive and adventurous spirit carried
men, with or without their families, into the
far reaches of our land as explorers, exploiters,
laborers, industrialists, empire makers, settlers,
men following the crops, establishing homes, and
building up the wealth of the mew nation#"1
Present-day migration is neither altogether beneficial
nor a phenomenon of the moment#

Earlier migration was in

duced by the hope and possibility of economic betterment,
while migration in the post-depression era was induced, in
large part, by desperation#

Our population is on the move

not solely as a result of the depression, but as a result
of far-reaohing dislocations in our economy#

“Transiency,

or migranoy, is not a problem in itself, but a symptom of
3 ....
the greater oooio-eoonomic problem.rt
It is a part of our
broad national problem of social and economic readjustment.
1.

Potter, Ellen b#.
ittee bn Care
, p# 2.

2#

3.

Preliminary

of the

_______ _ _ sens. Pursuant
to H. Res. 63, 491, and
House of Representatives,
___ Congress, Third Session, U, S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. 0#, 1940, p# 18.
Faulk, Myron, “Fingerprints. Black Marks Against the
MigrantH. Sooial Foroes. Vol. 19. Ho. 1, October, 1940,
p. S3.
g
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As a social ooncapt, its meaning has become both extended
and limited.

It has been extended to include movement of

any kind, but custom has conditioned us to the idea that
11transiency* is involved only when such movement presents
a social problem.

It is the “trouble function" of mobility.

Transiency Is not an absolute.

Today«s social virtues may

represent tomorrow*s social problems; and one man's neces
sity may become another man's burden.

For example, the

drought-stricken farmer's journey to California may have
been desirable in terms of his local economy, but his arrival may constitute a serious problem.

The existence of

transiency reflects on the inadequacy of our social and eo-3 ■ ' ^ - :■-• ■ ■ ' :
- . ■•: .
': >
oncmio organisation.
Lot us briefly define our terms be
fore proceeding to a discussion of aigranoy, or transiency*
its causes and effects.
“Transiency, or the presence in cities and
on farms of persons who are without benefit of
residence status, may be defined and differen
tiated from migraney...Transiency is the condi
tion, mlgraney the process of bringing about the
condition."3
“The migrant is in a state of mlgraney
when moving fro® one place to the next; when he
stops,"whether or not he intends or is forced
lat er to move again, he is a transim t * **
t

:

Wickenden, Elisabeth, ^Translenoy-Mobllity in Trouble,M
Survey. October. 1937, Vol. LXXIII, So. 10, p. 307.

2.
3.

4.

77th Congress, First Session, House Report Ho. 369, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1941, p. 583.
M l *
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The difference between the transient and the traveller
lles in;the degree of social acceptance and community approv*
al which, accompanies their departure and governs the response
of the new community to their present predicament.

The legal

definition of the transient aims to fix the political divi-.
sion legally responsible for care and financial aid*

Defined

socially, the transient Is the individual or family in a new
locality, away from, or without, customary kinship, job, or
community connect ions.

The common element uniting transients

is the fact of being dislodged from their customary places of
abode, from association and participation in the various groups
making up the community.
handicaps.

As a group, they suffer from various

Suspicion and hostility are accorded the transient

by the local community - primarily characteristic of a com
petitive economy.

The transient has ah unfavorable pooltion

before the law.

He is denied the franohise, his children are

often excluded from the public schools, and it is almost im■ X
possible for him to s e e M the benefits of public welfare.
Up to a short time ago, migrants were respectable and .
desirable people.

Before the last world war they went west?

During the war, negroes were welcomed in northern industrial
cities # and after the

2

to the @1ties.

In recent years, however, many of the oppor-

Asset or Liability?•
1939, Columbia Univer-

4

tunities which formerly awaited men m
disappeared.

the frontier have

The wealth of the land - the mines, the forests,

and the water power - is now vested in the hand# of property
holding individuals or corporations, msd is not there for
the taking by men whose only resources are initiative,
courage, and an adventurous spirit.

The tools which the

migrant of an earlier day carried in his pack with which
to hew or dig his way in a new community are no longer
sufficient.

The modern migrant must depend upon the com

mercial agriculturalist and others who own the tools of
production, and who may or may not choose to employ extra^
"hands* to operate these tools at a given time and plac#.
Let us leek now at the extent of mobility and the
causes of migration in the United States, in order that we
may see the problem of transiency more clearly,

"In the

decade prior,to the defease emergency, there were probably
at least 4,000,000 persons, men, women and children, mov
ing between States each year in search of a new start or in
pursuit of jobs#..The great majority were never far removed
from a condition in which they might require public assist
ance or private charity...The greatest part of these people
were moving through no fault of their own, and because of
situations ever which they had little or no control.“

a".

-

Potter, Ellen 0., o p . o l t . . p . £ .
to Investlrgate the Inter
op. -oit. ,pp, 8, 9.
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M i r a t i o n of families -of. low economic status 1b not
primarily a depression phenomenon.

A survey made in October,

1933, covering both relief and non-relief families, showed
that neither type of household moved any more frequently
'"
1
during the 1930-33 period than during 1933-39.
Twentythree per cent, of the country's native population, or
36,000,000 people, were living outside their birth states
3
.
In 1940.
-,
Migration may be caused by general unemployment, causing
migration to other urban areas in search of jobs, or to the
land for security.

Other eocmomie causes are; regional dif

ferences in employment - wage levels may represent patterns
of seasonal labor requirements; high rates of natural popu
lation inorease In areas of low economic opportunity; season
al demands for agricultural workers; mechanization of in
dustry and agriculture; belated flight from stranded areas
as natural recovery develops,

natural causes include drought,
3
soil erosion, plant disease and insects. ; The various studies
Inspired by the Federal transient program show that the most

1.

Federal Emergency Relief Administration
m
tstratlon Report.
May. 1936
roveminent
,**xoe, Washington, D.0.,1935,
Mayo, Leonard W., “Fred
Edwards vs, the People of the

8tat0
3.

“

it of the Select Committee

-d*

frequent cause for the depression migration of needy persons

Ilf.'
to Investigate

6

and family groups was unemployment.

Other reasons of Im

portance were Ill-health, search for adventure, domestic
1
•
trouble, and Inadequate relief.
The migration in 1935 was primarily urban rather than
rural, and unemployment was a more important cause of removal
than farm failure.

Many of the urban migrants from states

affected by the drought of 1934, however, doubtless owed
their unemployment to business decline resulting from the
drought, while farm failure was probably a more important
cause of migration after the 1936 drought/' Rapidly in
creasing use of tractors on cotton plantations, particular
ly in the middle and western sections of the cotton belt
3
also displaced many small farmers and tenant*.
Viith the growing industrialization of agricultural pro
duction, nearly one-half of the nation's farm operators have
dropped out of effective participation in the commercial
markets.

It is from the ranks of this lower half of our

farm operators that the growing body of landless agricul
tural laborers are being augmented.

This type of family rtis

driven back and forth across the vast length and breadth of
the land by no sense of high adventure or love of the open
road, but by the stubborn belief that somewhere waiting is

IT
2#

Potter, felien 0.
Patch,- Buel,
of Editorial
Bo. 2, p# 1,

p. 7.
eport

7
a stake for them - a home — a piece of land they ©an raise
a living on — something they can tie to.

Tot9 like most of

the farm migrants, they are not following the crops because
1
they like to - they are doing it because they have to*11
Both tenant farmers and agricultural laborers also
move frequently within a state in Search of new farming
3
opportunities.
There is, in some sections, an accumulation
on farms of farmers* sons lacking opportunities.
to be most rapid In the poor farming areas.

This tends

These boys gen

erally lack the necessary capital to acquire good farms as
owners, and are in a poor position to become tenants in good
areas in competition with young men from those areas who have
3
more experience and better connections in the community.
The Southern States have experienced inroads of winter
tourists, many of whom become dependent shortly after their
4
Negroes may come north because of better treatment,
5
•where they need to ^humble to no man. -"
•

ii

The migratory worker in agriculture, who follows the
/
■

2.
3.

4#
5,

-

p. 13.
be^gre the Select Committee to Investigate the
..____ __________ _
ir Izens. pursuant to
II. Res. 63 and 491. Seventy-Sixth Congress, Third Session,
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. o. 1940
Part Two, pp. 661, 633.
Moore, MacEnnis, •Transiency and Non-Residence11. Social Work
Year Boole, 1937. Russell Sage Foundation, New York, 193?.
p. W o .
Flinsberg. Otto. •The IntelllRenoe of Migrants". American
Vol. 3, No. 3, April, .18®, pT

crops as a way of life and ao a necescary part of our
economy, often hao difficulties associated with his wander
ings.

"Even during a season work opportunities are highly

uncertain...There is seldom any effective control of the
flow of workers from point to point so their movements in
the main are governed by rumor, hearsay, and lures thrown
out by growers and labor contractors, whose natural interest
it is to create a labor surplus.*

In Florida, as in many

other states, the farmers advertise in northern newspapers
: • ;■-■ .- ■■■
"/ .
- ■ . ' :.• v-' .; •, :■. .•■
■:
about the wonderful opportunities, ami migrants come, creat
ing a labor surplus, at minimum rates.

The farmers assume

no responsibility for workers, and at the end of the season
2
they may be stranded.
Methods of recruiting employees cause a great deal of
unnecessary migration.

"The general picture...in this field

is of Irresponsible methods of hiring and transporting migrants
With high fees and low wages forming twin adjuncts of the
labor contractor1s business, the system, in practice, per
mits. great abuse of the migrant.

Private agencies ad

vertise irresponsibly to secure workers, resulting often in
"waste" migration, since it is undirected and based in many
oases on misinformation.

2.
3.
4.

op# Pit.t p. 535.
Jtoici. * po. 597. 598*
1
Ibid.. p. 31.

Lto_Investi^te
^gns,: op. cit. p.

e

A real problem is the aging workmen over forty-five#
Discarded by industry, they leave home, not only to seek
work, but because of scanty relief# ^On the road the children
get the breaks, as well as the jobs.
Inadequate relief causes many people to leave their
homes# In many counties of Oklahoma, for example, the level
-.
..
.. .. - . 2 ..
of direct relief was f3 to #5 per family per month#
From
1923-1933, relief households were more mobile than nonrelief households#

Thirty-six per cent, of all relief house

holds changed their county of residence, in comparison with
twenty-one per cent, of the non-relief class#

The

relief

households that changed residence averaged one move every
five years, in contrast with one move every six years by the
non-relief group#

Often case work policy requires a young

couple to live with their family, and sometimes the young man
becomes a transient so as to establish an Independent relief
status In order to marry#
"forgotten and Scrapped,* Editorial
*** R-p u —
»
Vol# mi,'Ho". 968, June 31, 1933, p
2. Taylor, Paul 8,, "Migratory Agricultural Workers on the
Pacific C o a s t American Sociological Review. Vol. 3,
Ho. 3, April, 1938, > W .
3, Federal Emerprencv Relief Administration Report May. 1935.
ivemment Printing Office, Washington, ti. c., 1935,
He
p# 9.
4. White, R# Clyde and White, Mary K.,
on Social Aspects of Relief Policies'
social Science Res ear oh comoii, lull
York, 193?, p. 31#

1,

Z
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•When a otrong nan cones to the realization that he
cannot wreet happiness or contentment £rom hie
I immediate environment, hie eyes wander to the
horizon* If in the dist&nee he eces the promise
of better health, a more satisfactory education,
new freedom of thoughtand speech or a higher•
standard of living, he is likely to gather vp
:his belonging# and set forth* • 1
;
The reasons why the migrant and his family may not be
adjusted at home are many and various, but the character
istic mobility of the American people has led to the problem
of transiency, to which nature, our economic system, and our
society, have all given a helping hand*

.

The presence of migration, and more recently, of tran
siency, in our culture, has been augmented by the defense
program, which has induced vast new migrations of labor*
Migrants are pouring into all defense centers.

In every

town and city the newcomers create community problems*

la

large part, the directions of the defense migrations are
determined by the distribution of defense contracts. Workers
are moving from low-wage to high-wage centers.

Farm labor

is leaving poor conditions and low wages for jobs in industry.
Rural-urban migration is apparently increasing*

Urban-So-

rural migration is occurring in connection with the eonstructlon of Army 'camps,-rural powder'plants and arsenals*
To such oonmtrnotion work have also oome tens of thousands ~
1,

R eatleas Americans. Puhlio AffairsPamphlet Mo. 9. Public
Affaira Committee, Washington, De
“ 0*,
'
P*
' "
1*
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of rural job seekers.
unable to get a job.

Unskilled, they are in many instances
For small rural communities the migrant a

are an immediate problem.

Population dammed up in rural

areas during the 1830*s for lack of expanding opportunities
in urban communities is now added to these streams of aigrmtory action, and they are joined by those who have been xaemployed and on relief in cities.

In the 1940's those

remaining in a status of transisimy could still be reckoned
in the millions, and the defense program has made the aggre-/
--^ 'x:
gate transiency in the nation greater than ever.
'

•

_

■-

...

-

_ _

The rapid growth of some cities will give an indica
tion of population shifts.

Alexandria, Louisiana, has

grown from 17,000 to 40,000; Bremerton, Washington, from
10,000 to 15,000 in a year; San Diego in 1930 was 148,000,
in 1940, 203,000; Bath,Maine, from 11,000 to 14,375.
are not glad to see the migrants come.

Cities

Health is menaced,

and it is expensive to put in extra police, sewage systems,
housing, water, and schools.

Migrants and residents regard

one another with suspicion.

The defense boom towns have

been magnets, drawing upwards of 3,000,000, in addition to

. Wi*., ppm 37-40.
ftij
2.
3.

4.

5m

e to Investigate
t
p. 10.
ibid., n. 54.
v-„.:'v
Bo lies, Blair, "The Great Defense Migration^. Hamer's.
Vol. 183, October, 1941, p. 463.
ibid., p. 451.
%
;. , v
.
:v..-:

-ijm m n a u m m L M

the normal tides of migration#

There are Indications that
1
the total defense migration will reaeh 4,000,000#
He must also consider that vroraen, unemployed older

workers, and untapped labor reserves of rural low-income
families, aliens-and negroes have swelled the tide.
will the future mean to thse new migrantst

What

Hew migratory

movements will appear, when these people become stranded
2
after the boom, ae indeed some of them have already become,
with the completion of army cantonments and other building
projects.

'

■■■■

■ :

:

'

In addition to the migratory movements just cited, we
must include in future outlooks the accelerated redistri
bution of population to feed the cities#

In 1930, there

were ninety-three cities of 100,000 population, and only
twelve of these were replacing themselves in the trend of
births over deaths, while the rural southeast was re3
placing Itself by about a hundred and fifty per cent#
When the war boon collapses, we shall have had a
tremendous shift in the distribution of population.

How

many o f 'them will have to migrate to new centers of popula
tion and opportunity and how many will become transients.
1.

3.

Tolan. John H.. "Our Migrant Defenders". Survey- GraphicVol. XXX, Ho. 11, Hovember, 1841, p. 616.
; of the Select Committee to Investigate the Interstate Mj
e *
itlgratlon of Destitute Git!
op. cit#«
p 6.
t.. p.
Wearinas Before
the select
Select committee
Committee to Investigate the
ore tne
nteratate Migration of Destitute
Citizens. Bart ivro.
Interstate
b
oit.,
p.
t
o
;
°E
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will, of course, depend upon postwar policies#

But that

there will he a problem centering about this transient popu
lation is obvious#

In order to intelligently, plan needed

measures for the future, let ue look at the settlement
laws, vzhich have in the past contributed much to transiency;
at the conditions, out of which the Federal transient program
grew, and finally, at the Federal Transient Bureaus themEelvee#

Through a survey of the Federal transient program.

Its setup, services and clients,we'shall be able to profit
by the first experience of the Federal Government with the
transient problem, and to Indicate future lines of motion
for ooping with this national and negleoted group.

(MAPTEH II
THE SETTLSMEHT LAIS
"The m&n who takes to the road today In quest of
work oarrico with him, unaware, the M i l and
chain of the settlement laws of Old England, If
work la not found and need develops, he suddenly
finds himself in an alien community, tmwelcoae,
with no legal claim for aid, with limited private
resources available to him, and with suspicion
directed toward him as a dangerous character. The
hospitality of the police station, the "two meals
and a flop” in a municipal lodging house or secondrate mission, the curt "move on, you#" of the
sheriff at the county line, or actual arrest and
sentence to the workhouse or the chain gang, have
been and Still are the penalties too frequently
- exacted from the victim of unguided migration,*1
The State settlement laws determine the financial
responsibility for the maintenance of indigent® found with
in its boundaries.

These statutes are part of the poor laws

of each State, which the colonists brought with them from
England,

Settlement is acquired by a person through con

tinued residence, under the conditions and for the length of
•
■••
:: - •'
"-• 3'
time prescribed in the settlement statutes.
Settlement
gives a person the right to claim aid or relief in the event
he becomes a pauper.

The courts generally say that settle

ment requires a combination of physical presence with intent

-- ,■-

to remain#

3 '. ■. '

\

% ,

''..V ' ..:

In order to effectuate the purpose behind these

TI

Potter, Mllen 0., ___

2m

Committee on Care of Transient
<#•
p# 3«
li11lame, B # A , , " L e g a l Settlement in the United States"
O
-U
V
I nutu<34.000,

M
O
W I UJ.R,,

- .
4.DUI m p#

ashin

p. 35.
3#

Clarke, Helen I#, Social Legislation. D. Appieton-Oentury
Co., Hew York, 1945, p. 468.
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statutes, provisions are usually inserted authorising local
offlcialG to remove nonresident dependents to the State or
locality In which they have a settlement.
The Act of 1588, "The 13th Richard 11“, is generally
considered the parent of the English Poor Law.

It was designed

to prevent vagabondage and in it were the beglimlnge of our
still persistent settlement and removal theories.

With the

Breakdown of the feudal system in England, there was a great
increase in the number of unattached, or unsettled, poor,
At the same time, the monasteries and trade guilds which had
supplied food, clothing and shelter to many of the destitute,
passed out of existence.

The responsibility for care of the

poor was necessarily assumed by the Government, each parish

.

being held responsible for the care of those belonging in
its boundaries.

Workers, beggars, rogues, the aged, the

young, and the sick and disabled were continually being
returned to their parishes to avoid the payment of relief.
Law-suits between parishes grew in number.
It was natural that colon!ete coming to America should
transplant to some degree the systems of poor relief existing
.

-

in England.

-

'■

,

.

■

.

-

From the beginning. Hew England localities

assumed responsibility for the care of the poor, but only to
those who “belonged" in the town.
«1." ''irbl(l»>'pp. 400, 401.

Despite the fact that the

' r."'' '"

.-

•
'1

'
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oettlement laws of England were national in B®ope» and th@m~
foze uniform in application, they reguliod in extreme sufferlug and oohtlmao’us litigation*

The situation bag been further

ooa^lioated in America because each colony^ and later, each
state, was free to m a o t its own settlement law, go today
1
there ia no uniformity* The English praotice of deporting
-

■ : ; ‘

’

: i

;

-

■-

oriminals, public charges and other undesirable persons to
the colonies only aggravated the antagonism of the •decent
set tier e 11 to strai^re.

Free use was made of the English

ouetcms of "warning out", whipping, and driving out beggars*
It is interesting to note that Iowa and South Dakota still
use the practice of warning out.

This consists of serving

a notice upon an individual stating that he is a non-resident,
and that as it is prearned he may apply for aid from the
county, he is thereby notified to return to his place of
settlement as the county will not be responsible for his
export*
The periods required to gain state settlement ranged,
in 1330, from six months or less in eleven states, to ten
years in four states; and settlement could be lost in
periods of absence ranging from less than thirty days in the

17
3»
3.

W l liams, k. A., on# olt*
. Public Relief 1939-1939* Henry Holt
Brown, Josephine c.,
and Ob*, Hew York, 1940, p*
Report of the Select Committee to Investigate the Interstate Mipfratibn of Destitute Oi^zehs. Purs-jrmc to H. Res.
63, 401, and gas, T76th Congress), and H. Res. 16 (77th
Congress) • 77th Congress First Session, House R # o r t Ho* 369,
U* 8. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. 0., 1941,
p. 58.

case of South Dakota, to five years in the case of four
1
other states, unless a new settlement wag gained elsewhere#
In only four states is settlement, once acquired, retained
until a new settlement is acquired - Connecticut, north
' - ■ : 2 ...
■■'
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Virginia.
to illustrate? If
a resident of Minnesota goes to Massachusetts ho has no
settlement for four years and eleven months, since hie
Minnesota settlement is lost by an absence of thirty days
from that State, and a Massachusetts settlement is acquired
only after five consecutive years of self-supporting reel• 3
denoe In a town or oity.
Between 1930 and 1937 nineteen artatee increased their
requirements for gaining M a t e settlement by periods rang
ing from six months to three years, while only two states
decreased their requirements.

In 1930, seven states had

no requirement for state settlement, and in 1939 there were
4
only two states which specified no definite period.
How^
evor, •even in those states which have had no settlement laws
on the statute books, the practice of relief officials has
been to require one yearls residence, on a self-supporting
basis, as a rule of relief administration.*

In a number of1
5
4
3
*

1. Brown.' Josephine 0.. op . clt., p. 13%
^
3. McCall, Bertha, %1grants. Transients and Travelers”,
" Social^Work Year-Book 1941. Russell Gage Foundation, Hew
3.
4.
5.

Hllliaws,. ; A., op. clt., p. 30*
. v
-,
Brown, Josej^iine 0., on.
p. 375.
Barclay, Josephine, The Transient Problem in Pima County.
unpublished thesis, liniveraitv of Arizona, Tucaon, Arizona
1937, p. 30.
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states -settlement cay be gained in a shorter period of time by
the regular paycent cf taxnr or by meeting Ctate property
qualiftoetions#

Settlement is thus granted @e the States

feel reasonably sure that those qualifying for settlement
in this category rill not require rollcf in the near future.
Prom the point of view of administration, the situation
is equally oonfueed.

There are 3,073 counties in the United

States, "but there are many more local poor-relief authori
ties than there are counties.

An Ohio report showed that in

that state, where there are only eight-eight counties, there
are 1,337 townships and 110 cities, a total of 1,535 local
governments, all with statutory responsibility for some
form of relief to persons outside of institutions*

So

protective of the local purse are these officials, that non
residents have traditionally found themselves shunted from
one community to another with the scantiest provisions for
their needs - usually one-night oars of the poorest sort*
The desire of localities to transfer the burden of
caring for poor people has encouraged them to engage in end
less disputes and litigation over these laws*

A typical ex

ample of this took place between California and Hew York in
1933*

Mr* Z, accompanied by his wife and children, left

T T ^^iliL lam g,

a.
3*

A* -on* c .it* , p#" ^9 # . ............

"-"'

Abbott, Edith, *Don*r
t Wo It, Mr. Hopkins#*, The Hat ion.
January 9, 1935, Vol. GXL, No. 3637, pp.
Moore, MacKnnio, op* oit., p* 506*
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Yonkern, Hew York, in the mmmmr of 1930 to obtain employ
ment in California.

Almost two years later, in Hay, 1933,

the X family was forced to apply for relief in Oakland,
California.

Relief was denied on the ground that the family

had no settlement in California because they had not lived
there for three years.

The Oakland authorities sent the

family bad: to Yonkers, despite the fact that the local
authorities in Yonkers had pointed out that the X family
had lost its settlement in Yonkers because of its one-year
absence from Hew York State.

After considerable correspondence

between the local authorities, the family was then returned
to Oakland in August, 1933.
Some communities habitually practice various methods of
avoiding responsibility for the return of their own residents.
Tills evasion of responsibility constantly adds to the group
of permanent wanderers with no legal settlement anywhere.
Relief authorities may refuse to pay the.fare for the return
of oases from some other state, even though there Is no un
certainty of residence status.

Again, they will refuse to

authorize the return of cases requiring special care.

Ex

tensions of time are not granted for oases where illness or
other conditions beyond control prevent the return to place
of legal settlement before settlement is lost.

Sometimes

letters requesting certifications for the return of residents
1.

Williams. S. A. on. pit., u. M .

'

'

. '"'■I

'

'
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are sinply ignored over a period of time until the case has
"been away long enough to lose residence, whereupon notifica
tion. of loss of residence is sent to the agency seeking to
1
return the oaee.
~

It should be noted, however, that the Transportation

Agreement has long been established as a basis for sound
ease work.

This agreement provides that transportation

will not be provided unless it is in the best interests of
the family or individual, or that the family or Individual
is a proper charge upon the community to which he is being
sent.

In this way, the provision of transportation is not

a method of shifting responsibility.

For public agencies,

the Uniform Transfer of Dependents lot has been adopted
by the Commission cm Uniform State Laws, the American Bar
Association, and the American Public Welfare Association.
This provides for interstate reciprocal agreements with
respect to the interstate transportation of dependent people,
and makes arrangements for their acceptance and support.
With the more general use of qualified personnel under merit
systems in public welfare, as encouraged by the 1939 amend
ment to the Social Security Aot, it is to be hoped that in-

3.

Washington, D. C., 1937, pp. 40, 41.
Clarke,Helen I. rop. oit.. p. 480.

i'

digest people who have legal settlement will not be added
to the transient group as often as they have been In the

,

past#
To return to the plight of those who find themselves
with no settlement at all, we find peculiar hardships re
sulting from the fact that In most of the states it is stipu
lated that during the period required to gain settlement a
person must receive no public relief, and In some states,
no private relief either#

This materially adds to the

difficulty of gaining settlement#
Settlement laws also vary greatly in the provisions
. , : 3
■ ‘
: for derivative settlement#
It often happens that a wife
and children may have lived all their lives in the same
locality In the State, yet because the man has been absent
;

.

• ..

.

-

;■

'

■

.- -

.. ..

'

;

•

'

-

■

;; ;

in another state, the wife and children lose settlement.

In

lew York State, for example, the average residence in Hew York
of cases on home relief. State Charge, prior to their status
as State Charges, (meaning they had no residence in Hew York
State), was 6#3 years.
Settlement laws regard the family as a unit; that is,
the settlement of a man ordinarily determines that of his
j.
3#
3#

Brown. Josephine C.. on. cit# # p# 13.
Williams, E# A., op# bit#, p# 35#
ttHew York Leads the v^ay*1. Editorial in th
Review. Vol# XVI, Ho. 3, September, -1943,

wife and ehildxeiu

If the father Is dead, or If the child

is illegitimate, it takes the settlement of its mother#
Adopted children generally acquire the legal settlement of
their adopted parents.

Under certain.oircmstanoes minors

may acquire settlement independently.

Thus, a female acquires

a new settlement by marrying, and in some states* male minor
may acquire settlement either by marrying and residing in
dependently, or toy supporting himself for a year.

In gaiszml,

the settlement of a married woman is that of her husband at
the time of death, divorce, separation, or desertion, and from
that time on, the woman gains or loses settlement according
to her own movements.

A few cases will illustrate the con

fusion arising from this aspect of the settlement laws.
In lisoonsln, throughout its minority,.a child of un
married parents has the settlement of its mother at the time
of its birth.

Mary B, an illigitiraate child, took the settle

ment of her mother, which was the town of S, which Mary was
not born in, and which she never saw.

At the age of seventeen

Mazy, who was working in the town of ?, became the mother of
.an illigitimate child.

The child, according to the law, had

her mother*s settlement, so the town of 9 became responsible
for the care of the newly-born infant until it was twenty-one,
and if that child before majority should also have an llliglWilliams. 1. A., on. oit.. no. 39. 30. ~

.

1.

\'
T
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timate child, the torn of 8 would be burdened with Its oare.
However, Gome states and localities provide for removal
for the recipients of relief*

In an Illinois case of 1893,

a woman and her children moved to Chicago, and wished to be
supported there by their place of legal residence#

the court

held that a removal order gave the municipality the right to
deny further relief in intrastate cases.
decision by saying:

The court ended its

“Wo see nothing in the Pauper Act indicat

ing a legislative intention to depart from the old proverb,
•‘Beggers should not be c h o o s e r s ! w h i c h is also indicative
.
3
_
...
of the general attitude today,
Mrs,

A in Hew Jersey, and Mrs. B. in Berth Carolina,

each found hereolf with a temporarily fatherless family be
cause her husband was in jail.

Well-meaning friends pro

vided transportation to send each family to the maternal grand
parents.

This took the Hew Jersey group to Worth Carolina,

and the Forth Carolina group to Hew Jersey.

In the course of

time, each group needed pu&lto assistance, and each was
denied It, because eaoh lacked settlement in the community.
Although both states were willing to assume responsibility,
the local communities were not.

neither state would advance

transportation costs, and neither state could send funds out
.
..;
■
' : .
3
of the state. There was no solution.
1%
2.

Olarke, Helen 1.. o p . o i t . . pp. 466,467.
"
Bristol, Margaret Cochran, “Transients in Recent Reports'1,
|ooial Seryjoe Review. Vol. %, Ho. 3, June, 1936, pp. 474,

3.

Ibid., p. 331, 333.
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May Payne, aged twenty, married a Detroit man in
Chicago.

They went to hie residence, Detroit, to live.

there May found that Mr. P had a oonrmon-law wife and three
children also living in Detroit.

Finally, May and her child

returned to Chicago to live with her family.

However, aid

t© her family was then discontinued by a public agency because
May, a non-resident, was living with them,

to the public

agency, she was a resident of Detroit, and should be deported.
through legal opinion it was ascertained that May*s marriage
1
was valid, and her legal residence was Detroit.
The migratory child laborer, with or without hie family,
ami the child in the wandering family are a special problem.
Since the family has so legal settlement, the child has no
derivative settlement.

What agency, then, la to see to It

that the child attends school and does not work in violation
3
of State laws or to his detriment?
the prevalent local
community point of view was well summed up by an Indiana town
ship poor law official at one of the.Tolan Committee Hearings:
"We are truly our brother*s keeper, but not the keeper of
3
those of distant kin, especially those from other states.•
T.Maesoth

Misconc

>tions GonLSHe. Vol. X,

June, 1939. p. 309.

Clarke, Helen I.
_
_
__ pursuant to
H. Res. 63 and 491. Seventy-Sixth Congress, Third Session,
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.,c. K1940,
Part Three, p* 10?6.
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About three-fourth* of the states have provided for
the relief of the “unsettled poor* until they are removed to
their place of settlement.

Six of these states. M m York and

the Hot? England States, exeept Hew Hampshire, have used State
funds for this purpose.

The root provide that the locality

shall give relief, subject to reimbursement by the govern
mental unit in which that person has settlement, if he belongs in the same state.

If he lias settlement in another

state or no settlement at all, there ie, of oourse, no pro
vision for reimbursement.

For this reason, the localities

try to pas® the newcomers on to the next town, or county,
or state, or send then baok to places where they once had
settlement.

In fact, in the Hope district in California,

in the winter of 1935, all applicant® for aid of any kind,
before they were accepted for an interview, were required
to sign a notarised statement that they would accept trane....\
:
. .. " V- : . ■ •
3 : : 1'. V.'V- * •
portation to their legal residence.
In dull mornings in the winter of 1931, the sheriff
of Miami, Florida, used to fill a truck with non-resident
men and run them up to the county line, where the sheriff
of Fort Lauderdale used to meet them and load them into a
second truck and run them up to his county line, where the
Brown. Josephine d.. op . oit.. p. 13.
t. Mimeographed.Rsw* wpcvjua* wuu.voj® cu** »uudies. State
Relief Administration of California, San Franoiotio,
^ U f o m i a , 1936, p. 84.
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sheriff of Saint Luoie* e Trould meet them and load them Into
a third truck and run them ^

to hie county line, where the

sheriff of Brevard county would not meet them.

They would

then trickle back to Miami and the whole process would be
repeated.
More than thirty states have laws against bringing nonsettled dependents Into the State, but the famous •Okie Case”
has made It possible for people, regardless of their finan
cial position, to migrate to any part of the United States.
In December, 1931, Fred Edwards brought his wife's brotherin-law, Frank, from Texas to Marysville, California,

Frank

had no resources, and received relief from the Farm Security
Administration before he succeeded in getting a job.

Mr;

Edwards was then summoned into court for committing a mis
demeanor in bringing an indigent into the State.

The United

States Supreme Court held this statute to be an unconstitu
tional burden upon interstate commerce, and further affirmed
that States eould not isolate themselves from the diffi
culties encountered by all the States through restraining the
transportation of persons, and that this was not a valid ex3

erolee of the police pdwex*

1.
3.

% o ~ O n e ilaa Starved^. Fortune. Vol. VI. Uo. 3. September.
1933
19.
MayoJ Eeonard W., "Fred F. Edwards vs. The People of the
State of California", .
1943. Columbia Univere
pp. 139-147.

2f

Construiitive plannlx^ for the care of individuals
and their families le complicated and often made impoaolble
by the artificial boundarias set up by the state#.

Within

a ctate the poor laws may also prevent helpful planning for
the individual.

In Oonneotieut the town is required to sub

mit an itemised bill for all aid given, so no cash relief
or wages for work may be given in lieu of relief,

“Time,

effort, and expense are all directed toward determination of
the legalities of settlement and aoouraoy of finanelal state
ments, and none toward r e h a b i l i t a t i o n , A Maasaohusetts
OoBmissicm, in 1937, found that of all oases receiving aid
in any town or eity, approximately twenty-five per cent, had
no legal settlsnmt,

fhe settlement question entered into

one dollar out of every four dollars of relief expenditure.
The Commission found it impossible to figure the tremendous
costs of determining legal settlement, but chief among the
items were salaries for hundreds of clerks and stenographers,
and thousands of dollars for costs of cases involving litiga3
.
_
'
- ::•.■■■
-=
tion,
.
The intricacies, inooneieteneies and lack of uniformity
1.

liakeelee, ttuih 0,, MI«aws and Administrative Practices
as Barriers to Mobility*, national Conference of 8c
1939. Columbia I M v e r s i

3.
p, 13,
3,

Clarke, Helen I., op, olt,,"p, 438,
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of the settlement laws have forced great and bitter hardship
tipon many thousands of helpless and destitute people In this
o o m try*

they have boon denied relief and'shifted back and

forth between townet counties and states#
MWhereas the Founding Fathers had learned before
. 1709 that a free flow of oomnerce between the
States was an Indispensable element in the founding
of a Federal Union, the forty-eight States are to
day engaged in erecting new and higher barriers
against the Interstate flow of the .American people#
these barriers are Intended to protect each State
from assuming the burden of supporting that varying
proportion of moving people who may need public
assistance# The construction of these barriers
actually works to foster the situation it is in
tended to correct#*2
,
Thus the settlement laws not only foster the condition
of transiency* but "ruthless passing on by snail towns and
mass treatment by cities hasten the process of human dis
integration* and threaten to create a new class of national
. .3
'■
nomad paupers#*
1%

Brown. Josephine 0#. op# olt# # p# 13.

2m Report of theSelect Committee A9.J.igsan^laLJ^Ja|g
t o Jny
Survey#

3.
Vole LXXX, *o# 6, June* 1033, p# 313#
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In 1929 the d^resslcm aterply 4efln®d tho problw®
of unemployment, relief, and the txansienta.

‘•The first

raining of coming disaster had already appeared in the spring
of 1929 rhea the usual seasonal decrease in relief expendi
tures did not occur.

At that time there were already,

2,860,000 tmemployed m m and iromen in the Uhited States,a
In October, 1929, the Hew York Stock Exchange crashed and
the forty-two months following, until the beginning of the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration, had more signifi
cance for the future of public relief in this country than
had any twenty-year period before that time.
The rapid increase in the unemployed, the rising relief
expenditures, and the pressures upon inadequate and unpre
pared social work machinery, brought to a focus the much
debated and vital questions of governmental responsibility
and sources of funds, the place of private agencies and
community chests in relation to unemployment relief, the
responsibility of state and federal governments, and Federal
loans versus grants-in-aid to the States,

During the first

two years of the depression, the private family agencies made
& valiant effort to carry the staggering loads, and under
T.
3.

Brown. Josephine 0,. PublicTRelief
and Co., Hew York, 1940, p. 64.
Ibid#, p# 63.

'Benrv HoStT
.

the greatest pressure to justify the faith of their leaders
la the superior! ty of private rollef over a public syatmu*
HIn the midst of, and, undoubtedly because of,
the losing struggle to raise adequate funds
and to care for the growing army of imomployed,
the change in attitude toward public aid, which
had begun in the 20,e l moved rapidly to an almost
complete reversal of position# In the acknowledg
ment of governmental responsibility the private
agencies and the community chests concurred#
Public:relief and public welfare had arrived, and
had come to stay. Throughout the depression there
was a continuous development of public relief
agencies, at first, uneven, sporadic, and entirely
local; later, becoming stronger and more orderly
during 1933 and 1933 as one state after another,
and finally the Federal Government* went into the
business of unemployment relief.# °
By January, 1930, the unemployed had grown to over
four million, nearly double the 1939 figure#
1930, 600,000 more were out of work#

In March,

Five million were un

employed in September, and nearly seven million by the end
of the year, eight million in the spring of 1931, and then
a practically steady increase to the peak of thirteen to
; ' '...
.
, ' 3 -■
.:
fifteen million in the spring of 1933#
Public relief con
tinued to carry an increasing share of the load.

In 1930 it

more than doubled the amount spent in 1929, while private
funds had only increased fifty per cent.
they both tripled the totals for 1930*

i"."r~Ib'i'd#'
2

. IS37, vp . 64

3.

f H cT#* p# 65

4.

Mr.

The following year
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Early in the depreesion relief efforts were diffuse,
unrelated and unplanned.

That the problem was nation-wide

was not frankly faeed, and private agencies or local units
could not care for the casualties of a world-wide economic
disaster.

By the late spring of 1931 local funds in many

communities were becoming exhausted.

There were frequent

reports of munlolpalities which had reached the limit of the
bonded indebtedness.

Makeshift expedients in financing

relief were resorted to, and "many cities abruptly con
cluded their special emergency efforts with the oncoming
summer, leaving the permanent public and private relief
agencies to carry the load as best they might#•

.Relief

grants became lower, and alarming cuts were made In the
budgets of the non-relief agencies.

There began a dangerous

curtailment of cultural, recreational, health and child wel;
■
fare services, and funds were being diverted from education.

■

.

•

-

,

•

■

-

'

-

-

■'

“As it became evident that conditions were not
likely to improve during the winter of 1931-1933,
and that local resources were insufficient to care
for the resident imemployed, communities appealed
for outside assistance in handling the transient
unemployed. In November, 1931, California authorised
the establishment of labor camps, “where transient
hbmeless men would be given food and shelter in
return for work on projects beneficial to the State
of California.* At about the same time a camp for
nonresident needy was established near Jacksonville,
Florida.* 3
1#
3.
3#

Joanna 0 . , UnemploymentRelief, 1629-1933\
Ly. Vol. H I I , Ho. 8, December, 1933, p. 371.
rosephine ^C.,
“
■ .'clt«. p, 133#
Brown, Josephine
op
" r
Webb, Jcdm H., “The Transient Unemployed*, Federal
Emergency Relief Administration Reports U. S# Government
Minting Office, Viashlngton, D, v#, January, 1936, p. 3.
Oolcc
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There were persistent reports of a large shelterless
population.

Hen, boys, and even women were observed sleep

ing In jungles, freight oars, tinocoupled buildings and parks.
Evidence of the great numbers of destitute persons in the
shelterless population were presented in the p # l l o hearings
on the various relief bills introduced In Congress between
December, 1929, and March, 1933.
Is typical*

The following testimony

"In one small part of Pittsburgh a war veteran,

his wife, and their four-month-old baby were found by the
police, who at that time counted 478 men and seventeen women
sleeping in the same park."
In 1933 there were food and breadline riots in Mar
seilles, Illinois, lew York, Boston^ Philadelphia, and many
other elties.

That was the year of Father Coxle hunger

march to Washington, of the Bonus Expeditionary Force March,
which was broken up by polios; of jobless demonstrations,
suoh as that at the Ford River Rouge plant where four were
2
.
.
. '
killed, and of futile plans such as the “block aid.* Es
timates made later put the relief rolls at 4,800,000 families,
approximately 20,000,000 people, or about one in six of the
entire population.

In some areas thirty-five per cent, of
3
the population was on relief#
1.

Starr, il. Northrup, Brown, J. Malcolm, and Gordon, Catherine,
A Survey of the Transient and Homeless Population in Twelve
ii Works Progress
Administration, Division of Social Research, Washington, D.O.,
1937, pp. 17-1I.
3. “Bo-One Has Starved”, Fortune. Vol.VI, Ho. 3, Sept* 1933, p.30.
3. Brown, Josephine 0., op. oit.. p. 130.
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In February, 1932, Congress paeeed a joint resolution
authorizing the distribution of government owned wheat and
notion to be distributed In distressed looal communities
. •
1
by the Red Cross and other organizations.
In a report
submitted at the same time on *The Effects of the Depression
on Child Health and Child Health Services,'* a disheartening
account was presented of such topics as nutrition and general
health, consumption of milk, and the increasing demands which
were being made tqpoa existing health agenelese

;

In February, 1933, Senator La Follett sent out a
questionnaire to mayor# of cities all over the country ask
ing seven questions about their relief burden.

The replies

gave overwhelming evidence of widespread distress and demand
for Federal aide

They said, in effect, that practically

every municipality was on the verge of bankruptcy, that they
were administering relief on a starvation basis, and were
ready to stop it entirely in order to save themselves from
3
becoming insolvent.
In most cases, food only was provided,
and little of that*

Weekly allowances per family were as

low as 03.39 in Hew York, and 03 and 04 were the rule in

.....

' 4

most eities*
1.
3*
3*
4*

' ' ;'

.

.

.
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foid*. D* 119« ... 1111"V1" ~ "1 '
' '1.... -■■niriMi-Mi
Ibid* .. ■
v - . .. ^
Ibid*. p* 133*
"Mo-bne Has Starved" on* olt*. p* 21*

In March, 1933, an account of the situation In fortyfour cities In twenty-five states was presented by the
American Association of Social Workers*

the report is

filled with tales of h m g e r and exposure, of breadlines,
separation of families, and evictions#

Red Gross drought

funds were almost exhausted, and the report told of a
decrease of forty per cent, in average relief grants to

■

families, and a forty per cent. Increase in applications#
In 1930 the Children*a Bureau had taken over a project
for the registration of social statistics which had been
carriel on experimentally by the national Association of
Community Chests and Councils and the University of Chicago*
In July, 1930, the Bureau began to receive monthly reports
fr<m 1 , 8 ^ agencies in thirty-eight cities#

Inoltsled in the

agencies were both public and private family relief agencies,
and special agencies such as those for mothers1•aid, veterans.
and transients#

The need for relief as measured by the

number of meals and lodgings provided to the homeless and
transient in the reporting cities rose sharply in 1933, as It
had risen previously#

Reports from 158 institutions, in

sixty cities of 50,000 population or more, showed that the
number of meals served increased from 863,100 in October,
1933, to 1,037,©0? in Hovember, 1933, In comparison with
-.
'
' \
November, 1931, the number of meals served to transients
1.
3*

Brown.Josephine C.. op* s
oSZrpTTssr
Abbott, Grace, From Relief
of Chicago Press, Chicago,

tJalvoisity
pTlSl.
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1
iiior<!»ased 36.6 pe:c con

■

-
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The miaber of lodgings provided Increased raore rapidly
toan the n m b e r of raealn.

In Hovember, 1933, 393,536 lodg

ings were prwlded, in comparison with 317,407 in the pre
ceding month, an inoreaae of 28# 1 per cent, in the daily
average.

love®ber, 1931, and Moveraber, 1933, the
3
m m b e r of lodginge increased 36.4 per cent.
Testifying before a subcommittee on raanufaciaires, the
Ohief of the Childrens Bureau stated:
•We found that there was a new army of transients
moving across the country, going by railroad and
hltehhlki^^..Evidence was abundant as to the
fact that it was a very large problem. We found
the railroads overwhelmed...3 For instance, along
the right of way of the Southern Pacific, small
towns in Texas, Mew Mexico, and Arizona, reported
as many as two hundred a day coming into the towns...
The railroad men in Kansas City estimated that
every day (in the spring of 1932) approximately
1,500 men and boys went through that city riding
the freights.« 4
.
Between May 15 and June 15, 1932, 365 boys, between
the ages of fourteen and twenty, applied to the Salt Lake City
„■
■
■
-

--

' •••

*

-

jg -

Salvation Army and the Salt Lake Couaty Jail for shelter.
This seemed to be a typical situation in cities on the main
routea of travel.
On July 21, 1932# the E^aergenoy Relief awl Construction
I#:
2.

3.
4.
5.

it,., p. 49.
, op. oit., p. 38.
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Act rae passed.

Under the term# of this Aot, the Reconstruc

tion Finance Corporation was set up, and received applica

Ttm

tions for loans from nhe Governors of the states*

governors certified both the necessity for the funds re
quested, and that the resources of their states were in
adequate to meet the relief needs.

The Federal funds were

solely for the purpose of supplementing Stats^and local
resources when they were virtually exhausted.

These funds
-

were subject to restrictions of the state settlement laws,
and therefore could not be used in an attack upon the pro
blem of the transients, who bad grown alarmingly since the
2
beginning df&the depression. . The RFC was a financial
agency, therefore 1t was not in a position to-encourage
better state and local relief administration policies.

*As

a result, the relief situation in the states and localities
was uneven and confused.

Benefits were generally inadequate,

and policies were half-formed or conflicting and unsatis
factory. H

The RFC had a policy of making funds available

only for a month at a time, and this caused great admin
istrative difficulties.

It was practically impossible

for the states to set up adequate machinery and secure
competent personnel without assurance as to the length of
T J ' brown. Josephine C. . op . oit. . p. 138.
•, p» 130*
•, p. 1 7 3 *
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the pxograsu

The Federal Government crossed titate lines

to deal dlreotly with oitles and oonntieas

This practice

tended to weaken State authority and hinder the asamptlon
1
of relief responsibility by the stateo#

'

“B e c a m e of the self-liquidating prlnolple involved
In the loan provision, the Act did not embody the
conception of Federal responsibility; it did not
overthrow but facilitated the American system of
local r e s p o n s i b i l i t y * : ': ; ' -:'
' - -

- % e fimds became State or local property, and we$e:there~
■
.
_ 3
;' •
fore subject to (state Ians and local regulations.
The use
of loans Instead of direct grants placed the chief burden
rpon the cities, many of which were Insolvent*

This system

also encouraged the States not to do their full share in
the relief situation.

However, the Act was most important

In that It set a precedent for the assumption of Federal
responsibility.

V ::

:

By 1933, “there appeared to be little ohanoe of addi
tional State appropriations, and the loans from the RFC were
d
not enough to simply more than a bare subsistence,"
to
some States forty per o<mt, of the population was on relief,
and in some eounties even ninety per cent.

This means that

nearly one family out of every six in the United States was
dependent.

1.
3e -

4#
5#

Ibid.

up. 128f 130.
g pe '«137# ■ ■-•-

#» p# 130#
Zbjjd# ^ p# 130#
^6lo# p p# 148# 1.
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“There was no such thing as security, whether that
meant the assurance of a job, a home, a faro, shares
of stock, deposits in banks, cr a life insurance
policy#1
Standards of living had been sharply reduced and housing
congestion was prevalent#

There was growing dissatisfaction

among the unemployed, evidenced by more violent outbreaks
2
resulting in destruction of property, injuries, and deaths.
On January 9, 10, 11, and again on March 22, 1933, the
national Committee on Care of Transient and Homeless made a
survey of the number of transient and homeless in connec
tion with the Costigan-La.Follette Relief Bill.

This com

mittee grew out of the Rational Conference of Social Work
in 1932, at the suggestion of the Family Welfare Associa
tion of America and the National Association of Travelers
Aid Societies#. The National Social Work Council gave the
Committee statue, and it was accepted as a national committee,
autonomous as to the special problem under consideration#
The membership of the Committee was composed of Individuals
drawn from the staffs or the membership of other national
agencies which touched some phase of the problem of transiency
or homelessness.

In addition, membership was recruited from

the academic world, from the field of social research and
interpretation, and from public spirited private oltizene.
1. ' "'Ibid,. ' '%)* 145.
3. jyyijjl#, p# 139#
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1
Funds were provided by the McGregor Fund*

,

the Committee met regularly, assembled data from the
meager literature available and from the field through com
petent observers, and held hearings “at which the experiences
of men who had suffered the buffeting on the road, the cold
comfort of the lodging houed, or the human companionship of

2
the jungles, were recounted.*

Standards were formulated

for the guidamoe of those seeking to relieve the unsettled
person, whether In institutions, in canpo, or through social
service centers#

Thus by 1933, the Committee was well

qualified to assist the Government in ascertaining the extent
of the transient problem and in working out a constructive
program.

■■■■•■

' :

; >■v:

The census of tbs transient and homeless in January and
in March, 1933, covered 765 cities in forty-eight States,
and touched the activities of 3,000 organizations, public.
and private, including 606 branches of the Salvation A m y .
The reports, however, were incomplete.

Of 3,115 municipali

ties of over 3,500 population, 3,350 were not heard from*
Only ten States reported more than 5,000 homeless, and in
California, Ohio, Hew York and Pennsylvania, over 13,000 were
reported. :■ .

•: \

.

1* loiter, Ellen U.,
3.
3.
4.

of the Transient t!___________________ 7* Committee on Care
Homeless, Hew York, 1937, pp. 3, 4.
of Transient and H
Ibid., p. 4*
Xoio.
..
Rorty, James, •Counting the Homeless", The Nation. Vol. 136,
Ho. 3546, June 31, 1833, p. 'eaa.'
---- ------
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Private agencies took In 130,798; public shelters, such
as mmioipal lodging houses, registered 31,407; jails and
polloe stations, 11,487.

Pennsylvania reported that approx

imately 600,000 homeless found it necessary to ask for food
and lodging every year, of whom at least one^third were from
1
Pennsylvania.
The total non-resident horseless enmerated
in the March Census vras 501,596, of whom 177,483 were men,
9,926 were w o m m , 5,935 adults in families, and 8,250 children
in families*

The survey found 18,058 people sleeping out

doors, and 15,858 people sleeping in shanties and Booverville*.
3
The actual ntnber of shelterless was, of course, greater.
The Oomoittee estimated the total number in the January
survey to be one and a half millions, and in March, one and
a quarter million*

However, at that time there was no prac

tical basis of -separating the transient from the resident
3
homeless.
In his Inaugural address in March, 1933, President
Roosevelt described the state of the nation thus*
“Values have shrunken to fantastic levels; taxes
have risen: our ability to pay has fallen; govern
ment of all kinds is faced by serious curtailment
of Income; the means of exchange are frozen in
the currents of trade; the withered leaves of
Industrial enterprise lie on every side; farmers
find no market for their produce: the savings of
many years in thousands of families are gone*
More important, a host of unemployed citizens
T * S p r i n g e r . Gertrude,^iep-Ohlldren of Relief". The Survey.
Vol. LXIZ, Mo* 6, June, 1933. pp* 212, 313.
----2. Forty, James, op * olt*. p. 693.
3. Webb, John
oft., p* 5*
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face the grave problems of existence, and an
equally great number toll with little return* *1
By the end of April, 1933, it was evident that the
@300,000,000 HFO:fund would shortly be exhausted*

Accord

ingly, it was necessary either to authorize further ad
vances by the corporation, or to devise some other means
2
of assisting the States in relieving the unemployed*
1*
2.

Brown.1 Josephine 0.. pp* pit*, p* 145*
Ibid.. O. 143*
;
.. ■ V

CHAPTER IV
THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY RELIEF ACT
In 1854 President Pierce vetoed a bill which proposed
to give land to the*several States for the establishment of
hospitals for the insane.

For more than three-quarters of

a century his veto had eontrolled Federal relief policy,
which President Pierce stated as follows#
•...that if Congress is to make provision for
such objects, the foundations of charity will
be dried up at home, and the several states
instead of bestowing their own means on the
social wants of their own people, may them
selves, through the strong temptation, which
appeals to States as to individuals, become
humble supplicants for the bounty of the
Federal Government, reversing their true
relation to this union** 1
It was, therefore, a momentous occasion in the history of
public relief, when on May 12, 1933, H. R. 4606 was approved An Act -

-

' -

--■' ''''"

:'--

•To provide for eo-operatlon by the Federal
Government with the several States awl Terri
tories and the District of Columbia in reliev
ing the hardship and suffering caused by unr
employment, and for other purposes,*3
It is important to note here the key words, *unemployment
relief*, which sets the emphasis for subsequent federal policies
in administering the Act.
preamble#
1.
3.
3.

'

Thie is further explained In the
...

Brown. Josephine C.> Public Relief. 1929-1939. Henrv Holt
and Go., Sew York, 1940, p. 34.
"
~
See Appendix for complete text of the Act.
Federal Emergency Relief Act of 1933, Public So. 15,
Seventy-third Congress, 48 8tat. 55, Oh. 30, Approved
May 12, 1933, D. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. 0., 1933. Preamble.
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“Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled. That the Congress hereby
declares that the present economic depression
has created a serious emergency, due to wide
spread unemployment and increasing inadequacy
of State ami local relief funds, resulting in
the existing or threatened deprivation of a
considerable number of families and individuals
of
neoeeeities of life, and making it
imperative that the Federal Government cooperate
more effectively with the several States and
Territories and the District of Columbia in
furnishing relief to their needy and distressed
people.* 1
'
Thus the main purpose of E. R. 4606, the Federal
Emergency Relief Act of 1933, was to relieve the distress
m u s e d by unemployment.

This does much to explain certain

inadequacies in the subsequent program, as the Aot is clearly
intended to apply primarily to the needy unemployed.
It Is also evident that the Act is a purely temporary
measure.

The title - “Emergency Relief Aot*— indicates

this, but more than that, as it was aimed at the unemployed,
and with a reasonable expectation of better economic con
ditions in the near future, the need for the Act would be
gone, with the unemployed reabsorbed in industry.
Let us look now at how this relief was to be administered.
Section 3 states:
“There is hereby created a Federal Emergency Hellef
Administration, all the powers of which shall be
esrarsised by a Federal Emergency Relief Administrator,
(referred to in this Aot as the “Administrator*) to
be appointed by the President, by and with the advice1
1.

Ibid.
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and consent of the Senate* The Admlnintrator
elmll receive a salary to be fixed by the President
at not to exceed #10,000, and necessary traveling
and stibslstence expenses within the limitations
prescribed by law for civilian employees in the ,
executive branch of the Government. The Federal
Emergency Relief Administration.and the office
of Federal Emergency Relief Administrator shall
cease to exist upon the expiration of two years
after the date of enactment of this Act.....*
•The Administrator may appoint and fix the
compensation of such experts and their appointment
may be made and compensation fixed without regard
to the,Civil Service laws- or the Classification Act
of 1933, as amended, and the Administrator may, in
the same manner, appoint and fix the compensation ..
of such other officers and employees as are neoee:
aary to carry out the provisions of this Act, but
such compensation shall not exceed in any ease
the sum of #8,0001 and may make such expenditures
(including expenditures for personal services and
rent at the seat of government and elsewhere and
for printing and binding), not to exceed $350,000
.....The Administrator may, under rules and regula
tions prescribed by the President, assume control
of the administration in any State or States where,
in hie judgment, more effective and efficientcooperation between the State and Federal authorities
may thereby be secured in carrying out the purpose
of this Act.*
; .... '
V. X
"In executing any of the provisions of this Act,
the Administrator, and any person duly authorized
or designated by him, may oonduot any investiga
tion pertinent or material to the furtherance of
the purposes of this Act and, at the request of
the.President, shall make such further.investiga
tions and studies as the President may deem
necessary in dealing with problems of unemploy
ment relief...*1
It is interesting to acts that in starting out in an
mexplored field, the Administrator was given a free hand in
the esleetion of personnel, and was also given power to deal1
1.

Ibid.. Section 3.
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with the states through his ability to take over the admin
iatration of relief directly.

This was an excellent device

far assuring adherence to standards without causing the
suffering that withholding of funds alone would bring.
iinanoially, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was
authorised to make funds available, not to exceed 0500,000,000,
in addition to the unexpended balance of the #100,000,000 that
had been authorized under the Emergency Relief Act of 1932,
H. R. 13353.

These funds were to be available upon certifies1
tion by the Administrator• ■
. :
■
The pertinent duties of the Administrator, as contained
in Section 4, were as follows*
*Out of the funds of the Reconstruction Fiance
Corporation... the Administrator is authorized
to make grants to the several States to aid in
meeting the coats of furnishing relief and work
relief and in relieving the hardship and suffering
caused by unemployment in the form of money, service,
materials, tind/or commodities to provide the
necessities of life to persons in need as a result
of the present emergency, and/or to their dependents,
whether:resident, transient, or homeless.0 2 v
It would 8 8 * that the transient group was thought of
as consisting primarily of the unemployed, for the purposes
of the Act, and that a transient program was to be no more
permanent than the duration of economic depression.

Sec

tion 4 further provides that:

: 7^

1.

.

2

Section 4.

^
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*The Administrator may certify out of the fxmds
made available by this subsection additional
grants to States applying therefor to aid needy
persons who have no legal settlement in any one
State or Community*.#*1
It was largely as a result of fast* presented by the
Committee cm Oare of Transient and Homeless at Congressional
hearings that the transients were included as a Federal respons
ibility, and that they were specifically provided for in the
Act.

According to the terms of the Aot a program for tran

sients was to be aot up which was to be financed entirely
out of Federal funds, which would, of course, necessitate
close Federal supervision of the program*
Finally, in Section 5, the Act states the procedure to
be used*

The governor of each state was to apply “from time

to time* to the Administrator for funds, •in the manner
requested by the Administrator*, showing
*(1) The amounts necessary to meet relief needs
in the state during the period covered by
such application, and the amounts avail
able from public or private sources within
the State, its political subdivisions, and
private agencies, to meet the relief needs
of the State, a m
*(2) The provision made to assure adequate
administrative supervision,* and
«(5) The purposes for which the funds requested
will be used** 21
1.
3*

Potter, Ellen 0., ____
■^„tM.Traosient.llneaploypd*...ig^iS^> uommittee on
Care of Transient and Homeless, Hew York, 1937, p. 4*
Federal Emergency Relief Aot of 1933, loo* oit*.
Section 5*
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The Sbderal Bmejegeney Relief Act set up a flexible
organization, gave it ample funds and a *big stick* to use
If necessary, and empowered it to set up a program in not
only, a new field of action for the federal government, but
in its transient
a national standpoint*

in a field hitherto untried from
-\

CHAPTER V
POLICIES AHB A a i l l W M T O l
OF THE FEDERAL TRAIISIEKT PROGRAM
Xu hie report

to the President on July 1, 1933, the

Federal Administration, Mr. Harry Hopkins, stated:
BSinee the matter of relief to transient un
employed persons,
(has) heen found to
constitute little-known and peculiar problems,
a program of thorough investigation has been
decided on. The investigations, and the
eventual recommendations for the allocation
of funds for the relief...of the groups
mentioned, will be placed in the hands of
specially qualified persons to be appointed
to the staff of the administrators" 1
At the same time, the Administrator called for the results
of the studies made by the Committee on Care of the Transient
and Homeless, and asked to be informed of the philosophy and
plans which had been evolved.

Two representatives of the

Committee discussed the material with him at his requests
3
As a result, the Federal Transient Program was formulateds
In order to fully understand the Transient Bureaus, it
will be necessary to review briefly the setup of the Federal
Baorgency Relief Administration.

A field staff, which later

formed the nucleus of the Division of Relations with States,
was appointed by Hr. Hopkins immediately after he took office.
The staff was needed to keep in constant touch with the state
Is. Hotter, Ellen C., _____
___tju Committee on Care of Transient
1937, p. A#

a. ibid.
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programs, to Interpret Federal policies, and to report to the
Administrator on conditions, needs, and resources, as veil as
to advise the States on organizing efficient methods of ad. 1
ministration and supervision.
Other divisions vrero set up in the FERA to perform
technical specialized services, such as the Division of Re
search, Statistics and Finance, and the Work Division.

In

the fall of 1933 an Emergency Education Program was organized
in the Division of Relations with States.

In October, 1933,

the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation was organized as a joint
undertaking with the Department of Agriculture, and the Work
Division then established a service for the distribution of
these commodities.

At the same time, a Federal Director of

Women's Work was appointed.

In April, 1934, Rural Rehabilita

tion was created as a fourth major division.

In the same month

a Social Service Section was established within the Division
of Relations with States, to give technical supervision to
the Social Service Divisions which had been operating in tho
states and localities since the beginning of the program. In
the summer and fall of 1924 other services and specialists
were added, particularly &:Medical Director and a Dental Ad
viser.
Henry Holt
a;

ibid*

.y. '
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The FSRA Report of DooGabor, 1933, states:
•The peraoriael of the W R A oonslsto of heads of
special divisions,necessary clerical and steno
graphic assistants, research and statistical
experts, field examiners who review the accounts
and mq)mdltares of each State administration,
and a staff of seven field representatives who
represent the Federal Administrator, and are
constantly in touch with the State Administra
tions. A somewhat similar set-up is found in
each State emergency relief administration.H 1
On July 11, 1933, the Administrator announced that there
would be set up in the Federal Emergency Relief Administra
tion a department on transients, which would soaperate with
the State emergency relief administrations in establishing
.
3
permanent policies and standards of service to iraasisats*
3
The Transient Bureau was established in July, 1933#
Xa one of the Administrator*s earlier statements of
policy he describes an acceptable state relief administration:
•Obviously the governors of the states must dele
gate such cooperation to properly constituted
commissions* To cooperate with the Federal ad
ministration, such a State body should represent
the State and oversee the details of administra
tion on a non-partisan basis.”
•A State relief organization should consist of a
full-time properly qualified state director; an
adequate force of field supervisors to visit
frequently the local rollof unite, and an auditing
W .M g r a l J
unrr
Govenuaen Print ing Of fI ce, Washington, 1). C*,*December
Government
1933, p. 3*
2.
3*

w., 1935t"pi'-8, ; • Brown, JosepMne C., op* clt,, p. 193,
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staff for checking local relief expenditures and
making sure that every dollar of relief funds Is
properly accounted for.* 1
In the FERA Monthly Report for May, 1933, Mr. Hopkins
states that the programs and projects for the care of tran
sients must be approved by and be under the direction and
supervision of the State emergency relief administration.
A description of such plans, including the number of tran
sients to be cared for, and the probable cost of such a
submitted to the State emergency relief
.
3
administration to the FERA when funds were requested.

program, was to

be

In the same Report, the Administrator "requests the
states to submit within a reasonable time programs and plans
fox the care of transients within the respective states.”
When acceptable plans were presented, grants to the states
were to be made over and above the grants made for direct
3
relief and work relief.
A memorandum outlining a national program of relief to
the homeless and transient,destitute was sent to all the

Governors

and State emergency relief administrations in June.

The principle points covered in this memorandum were:

That

the survey made in January and in March, 1933, indicated that
every State in the Union contributed in a greater or lesser

52

degree to the problem of transiency In every other State, and
•- ■

that "a spirit of cooperation should prompt all States to
undertake to meet, on a level of decency and constructive
social work,.the problem now recognised as national in its
. -

V

'

implications.11 It was suggested that the nature and sis®
of the problem of each State be estimated, either on the basis
of reports submitted by all social agencies, public and private,
or on the basis of a one-day census taken by all agencies serv
ing transients.

It further stipulated that such a census

clearly differentiate between “those persons and families who
have resided within the State less than twelve months, and all
other homeless who have so resided for a period longer than
twelve months."

It was suggested that each State

relief administrator might profitably designate a person to
head the general survey of need, and subsequent planning in
2
the field, if It was felt necessary.
Shortly thereafter. Rules and Regulations limber Eight
stated that “each State relief administration will assign,
after the approval of the Federal Administrator, a State
Transient Director, who will appraise the needs of the State,
prepare a detailed program showing the extent of the problem,
and means by which it is proposed to establish service for
transients, which, together with a proposed budget, will be
submitted by the State relief administration to the field
Y.
3.

97

.

8

representative of the Federal Baergenoy Relief Administration,'
After the latter* e approval, these will then be referred to
1
the Administrator for final disposition,''
The State Transient Bureau was to serve as the office
of the State Transient Director, and the State office was to
receive and file daily the registrations mailed to it by the
regional service centers.
The plans for a State transient program were to "utilize
existing personnel and agencies whenever possible, and provide
for adequate administration, shelter, food and clothing, ad
apted to the individual needs of unattached men, boys, women
and girls, and families; medical and health services; trans
portation, either to place of legal residence or other destina
tion when found desirable and necessary for families and un
attached persons; work adapted to the physical handicaps of
the clients, if any; and preventive programs,*
But the Federal Transient Program was only one of many
relief and recovery measures undertaken in 1933,

In the

spring the Civilian Conservation Corps camps were established.
These were for young men from the ages of eighteen to twentyfive, from whom a part of the transient stream had had its

L, U, 8, Go
0., 1933, p, 3,
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1
origin*

In Hoveraber, 1938* the Civil Works Administration was

set up to provide work relief*

After that, no State Admin

istrator had the time or vitality to devote himself to a
transient program as well*

So, by force of circumstances,

the State Directors of transient activities found in late
1933 that if they were to function at all, they must deal
directly with the Federal Transient Director;
•This created the impression that the transient
program was purely a federal function, with the
state transient directors responsible only *to
Washington* * The state emergency relief admin
istrators felt no responsibility for coordinating
„
transient work with their other statewide activities;1,3
However, in 1934, with the demobilization of the Civil

to adjust the administrative machinery.

An executive order

then channeled the authority and funds of the State transient
3
program with all other phases, of relief in each state;
A word is now appropriate as to the personnel of the FERA,
including toe transient program

:

t

:

3.
3.

“The FERA exercised a general control over personnel
in the States and localities. The Act provided
that State Administrators should be appointed by
the Governors, subject to the approval of the
Federal Administrator* Other appointments were made
by the State Administrator#, but the approval of the
Federal Field Representatives was required for all
Oreenleaf , Walter J., •telood:
oay Ai
Tol. XIX,'Ho..5, January, 1934, p. 94.
Potter, Ellen 0*, on. bit*, p. 5.
Ibid., p. 6.
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pereons who were placed in important positions in
the State and in largo oltles." 1
The Federal Administrator, the Assistant Administrator,
■ 2
the Director of the Transient Bureau, and several of the
field Representatives were social workers*

At no time were

there more than twenty eooial workers on the Federal staff,
The Federal staff gradually increased to over four hundred
non-clerical employees by July 1, 1935, when the transfer
3
to the Works Progress Administration payroll began.
About one-quarter of the State Administrators appointed
at the beginning of the program were social workers, although
several of them were later superseded by people from other
fields*

A number of people from other occupations who were

given major administrative responsibility, gained from the
social workers on their staffs and from the social work
- .
4
leadership in the Federal office a concept of social action.
Efforts were made to secure people whose personal qualifica
tions indicated resouroefulnees, ability to work with people,
good judgment, tact, and a regard for human values.

How, for

the first time in the history of social work, an agency pos
sessed and was willing to spend money to employ more social
Brown, Josephine 0., on. oit.. p* 373.
Morris Lewis was Federal Transient Director to April 1,
- 1934, and William J* Plunkert, a former social worker,
. assumed the office on April 1, 1934.
S* Brown, Josephine 0.. on. clt.. u. 374.
4. Ibid.* p. £75.
'
"
'
k#

a.

5#

t P* 278#

workers than could be found*

The

varied considerably In different sections of the country;

In

1* the Zlortiieastem States, part of the Kiddle 1?est,\
the Paolfio Coast comprised the well-developed social
arm#.-/ -

r

^

\ :--

.

-

The FSRA was established as a social work program.
Social work, with its traditional interest in dependency,
was dominated by a case work philosophy which interpreted
problems and remedies in terns o f .the individual.

It was

needed in this program for investigation, to protect the
public puree, and because of the known professional integrity
of social workers.
.In the transient program a

ef diff

t forme of

social work were weed, including
l!

social work, group work, education, and recreation, all

of which had to be developed und
der a 1
•" 4
.
However, “because of the need of imagination in the
t of transients**, the greatest possible 'latitude.
•- ■ ' ■
.
.. . "
: ,8
■ ■■. :
was given in the development of local programs;
Rules and Regulations Humber Eight states that

1.
4.
5.

M
r I p .31SQ. 151.
Bookman, C. M., “The « ov*u*o.4. **&««*.&
Survey.Vol. MCXI, Ho. 4, April, 1935
Potter. Ellen 0., “Mustering Out the
Vol. M I X , Ho. 13, "
, 1933, p.H4li!nt8 *

m
\

^Adequately trained case work personnel must be
assigned to provide professional service to all
transients*" 1
A major problem in the car® of the homeless nan la the
difficulty of finding social workers "who have a sons© of

• - .V.

:

;. .......

_a

conmon humanity with persons whose way of life is different,"
the transient presents epeoial case work problems in that he
not only lacks the usual community anti group ties which serve
as a cushion against disaster, but he is a marginal man - freed
of the social controls of both the old and the new community*
However, throughout the entire staff of the FERA, the else
of the job, the heavy responsibility, the speed and unusual
pressures, as well as the caliber of the personnel, created
a most unusual esprit tie corps*

This morale extended through

the Federal and State offloes and to "the firing line where
thousands of hastily recruited people***worked for long hours*
• 1 - -' ; ••' ■
■
■'
■ -... \ ■ 4
for moderate pay, with an outstanding loyalty and integrity.
The men and women who staffed the transient centers and camps
had the enthusiasm and devotion of trail blazers.
■
,
., ■
, X- :
6
The administration of the 130,000 FERA employees was
highly centralized and dominating*

This camo about through

a combination of the near panic existing in the country at

3.

5:
5*
6.

K E S g B g e a y K r SBBSfflSES: clntl'
national Association for Travelers
Sorvloe, Few York, 1937, Vol* I. p.
Ibid., Vol. 3, pp, 89-93.
Brown, Josephine 0*, op. Pit*, p. 301.
Potter, Ellen 0., After five Years, op. oit., p.
Brown, Josephine 0., op . oit., p. 301.

the tine, the urgent need for Federal funds, the inexperience
and inseouzity of State and local officials in the face of
the tremendous demands made upon them,
relief was news at that time.

and the fact that

Rules and Regulations wore

promulgated by the federal Emergency Relief Administrator,
and were printed and distributed to the Governors and state

: .

.

-....

... ... 3

Emergency Relief Administrators.

. •: . -; .. ■

Staff members in both

State and local offices sometimes failed to distinguish
between permissive ami mandatory instructions from Washing
ton, so that a literal-mindedness developed, and undue weight
was given to the pronouncements of every visitor from the
'Federal office.

In May, 1934, the field service was reorganized

so that the interpretations of policy made by field representa
tives and staff members of the specialized divisions sent into
the field, should cause less confusion.

Through a regional

plan, duplication in the field was avoided.
The temslmit Division of the FERA began to function in
July, 1033.
stated that

In the December FERA Report, the Administrator
.

'

"The FERA has found it necessary to stimulate an
interest on the part of most States in the pressing
problems resulting from transiency. To a con
siderable extent it has been necessary to over-

al
3.

pp. W z T 174.
F 5 3 5 a l, Emergency Relief Administration Report,
Hay, 1933,
300.
S i d . , pp.

oorae deep-seated prejudices manifest by public
officials, who. In turn, reflect community
attitudes, usually unfavorable toward non
resident people*11 1
However, due to the urgency of the problem during the
summer and fall of 1955, the states slowly began to avail
themselves of the opportunity to apply for funds for transient
relief*

They presented piano, appointed State Directors of

transient activities as part of the staff of the State Director
of emergency relief, and by the latter part of December, 1943,
forty States and the District of Columbia had completed plans
under which Federal fundo were made available to them*

Two

hundred and sixty-one transient centers and sixty-two transient
camps had been set up, and 03,7?5,5SS allotted for transient
relief.
One of the first tasks of the Transient Bureau was to
define the transient, in order to clarify the numbers and
needs of this group.

For the purposes of the FEHA a "transient**

was defined as a persda who had been within the State borders
less than twelve months*

This memorandum, (tfuly, 1953), pointed

out that there would be, in any local community, three types of
homeless persons or families;

Local homeless residents; State

Federal Emergency Relief Administration Report, op * oit*.

a.
3.

Potter, tllem
Ellen 6,
0., Aft
Five Y
Strode, Josephine. In__________
Harper and Brothers, Hew York, 1940, p.

r P»

homeless, who had been in the State over twelve months* and
transient homeless, and that all of these groups should be
,■
.
1
properly and humanely provided for.
Thus the needy homeless
served by the Bureaus included persons of every degree of
mobility, from the ohronio tramp to the recently evicted
3

resident.

' : •■ ^ -

■- ' -

.

% e migratory worker waa specifically excluded from the
•taeanslent program.

"The interpretetion of the term "transient"

will not apply to people who do not secure sufficient wages
fez their labor to meet living requirements.

Responsibility

for their care rests upon the states in which, and employers
3
for whom, they work* •
Only a few states tried to enforce
this ruling, because of the difficulty of distinguishing
migratory workers.

But it was found that only as a last

resort did they turn to the transient program for aid.

They

had had more experience on the road, and tended to be rugged
individualists.
Emphasis in the program was to be placed upon the pre
vention of transiency by "adequate programs of work, of relief ,
and of morale maintenance in all communities, in order to

Re Rule-

, p. 3.
Administration,
B. 0., 1935, pp. 67, 68.

_ Works Progress
earoh, Washington,

61

1

.

finds Its ultimate responsibility In the 1home town?," the

' "- '

v;-

' '' - "

3

problem was to be given serious consideration in the program,
^Adequate care* wae to be given to the transients, with
out any time limitation, and no "passing on* was to be tolerated,
except by a reference center to a treatment center within the
State#

Sufficient relief to prevent physical suffering and

: . :

:

v

.

" 4

estimated budget was to be given.

, .v x:It was expected that all

of the functions would be performed through public agencies,
but if public agencies were inadequate, it was permissible
to use private agencies for excess clients.
State plans were to Include provision for the establisha m t of treatment centers at strategic points where service
for transients would be given, the number to
of the problem and the facilities available.

on the
Region

al planning between states was recognized as necessary, and
regional planning within the states was compulsory.

Region-

etiategio points on the great arteries of travel, and to be
ooBiprehenelve enough to provide for men, 'sroaen, families
and young peoples

This was to include housing* feeding,

professional social base work, and provision for occupation
and for leisure time activities;
Ae a comprehensive expression of general policy, the
Administrator said:
"The rapidly increasing needs of the unemployed
resulting. In a drain upon public and private,
resources have left the homeless, resident as
well as transient, exposed to social neglect*
It is with a hope that organized effort on
behalf of the transient homeless will result in
an attempt to preserve human and economic values
that such a program is now made possible by the
application of Federal funds." 3
The various Rules and Regulations, and monthly Reports
to the President, give a good indication of more specific
Transient Bureau policies with reapeot to equipment and
services,

A uniform policy was to be followed throughout

the State with reference to treatment and registration.
IMformr,forms for recording social information, oost account
ing, and reports, were printed for the use of all the States
by the Government Printing Office.

Other forma for local use

were allowed in each state with the consent of the State

p. 4ii!
Relief Administration of California,
33.

Mimeographed
Studies, Sta $#
a Francis*
California,

1

.

TxanflientDireotox.
The first step in setting up the program was the organ!s»
tlon and operation of a central registration bureau, in each
state, in order to centralize applications, control expendi
tures, and extend services on the basis of immediate determina
tion of need;

This central registry or service bureau,

through interviewers and case workers, determined the needs
to be met.

Upon its authorization, the cooperating social

agencies rendered services which the central registration
bureau was not equipped to give.

However, the services to

be rendered by the centers included advice and adjustment,
shelter, food, clothing, medical and dental service, laundry,
barbering, transportation, employment, education, recreation,
3
and rehabllitatim projects.
In such cities or regions where
the number of transients justified it, with the approval of
the federal field represmtativs or the Federal Administrator,
regional service centers were established.

T h ese were to

include housing, food, and facilities for a central regietratlon bureau, including a case work pere<
4

staff.

-'

-

-

il and a clerical
■-

Purchases of supplies were to be made only from stores

complying with the provisions of the H.R.A. code.
In the shelters, thus set up, allowances were

»

m

i
zentf light, fuel, water, and household supplies.

Each

treatment center, or service center, was required to include,
in addition to a social work staff, housing and feeding
facilities, work and recreation.

Congregate eheltere were

not encouraged for large groups of people, but camps and
other facilities outside of the cities were suggested as
3 .
'
:
, .
'
By a process of classification and selection, men were
provided with lodgings in shelters, or elsewhere in the
community, or were sent to camps;

Families presented an

unexpected problem to the FERA, as they could not be housed
4

In dormitories;

They were oared for as. units in lodgings,
5
..
...
.
apartments, or In automobile camps.
In addition to the transient congregate shelters, con
tracts were made within big, cheap commercial lodgings for
use in special oases where it was essential the client be
free from regimentation and supervision.

Although in general

It was found that the men did not like the fixed hours and
necessary control in the shelters, it was too expensive. It

and Homeless Persons*
Russell Sage Foundation, H< Y c J i f S s S ,
John K.e "Migrant Families*,
5,

Potter, Ellen 0., "Transient and f
p, 499,

P . i.
‘

was felt, to board out any but exceptional oases.

In

out troublemakers In unfit
proved an effective device for the

In the establishment of camps, there was little experience
to go on.

In Hew Jersey, the first camp was set up by six

Lents under a leader, in an open bathing pavilion full of
leaves, with practically no equipment beyond a heap of
s.

In Hew York a camp was established by twelve

Lents and a leader who broke, their way through the February
snow to a disused shaok.
well-planned camp.

This was then built into a convenient,

In California, by the end of the transient

special camps had been developed for adolescent boys.
older men, for those not able to do hard physical labor, and a
for women, a total of forty-three
was felt to be the real value of the camp,
to build up habits of industry and personal responsibility,
:, there was difficulty in obtaining men of the type
as camp counselors.

Their function was to aid the mem

by personal service, interviews, adjustment; and to

3.

Springer, Gertruda, “Hen Off the Road*,
Vol. XHII, Ho* 9, September, 1934, p. <

IWk

P* 437.
' .
, ' , "
■
Ellen C., "Transient and Homeless Persons*,

p. 499*
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In the summer of 1934 there were twenty-eight Federal

experimental school camps for unemployed women.
,

-

...

.

",

'

--

-

-

'

T. .

;

..

Their general
-

:

-

'

-

.

'

purpose was to give vocational training, especially in the house
hold arte, and to build up morale and health.

Camps for women

wore organ!sed under the eupervieion of the Women1s Division.
Borne states had special rehabilitation centers for transiento.

Hartford House in Hew York City was designed for

college graduated, as a device for setting up a man1# con-

; , .... '.

'- ' -

--

' -y

fldenoe in himself and teaching him how to utilise his own
abilities.

These men stayed in the house only for one ni

then lived Jin a rooming house, but ate at Hartford House*
By July, 1934, there were four hundred shelters and
three hundred and fifty permanent camps.
Heals in shelters and camps were provided on the basis
of schedules prepared by qualified dietitians where there was
congregate feeding.

In Deoember, 1933, the Administrator

requested state administrators to seek the loan of fully
qualified food and nutrition specialists with a working knowledge
of conditions in the state to "give special assistance in plan
ning for the feeding of families in transient service centers.*

’Transients", The Literary
Digest^ Vol^llS, no.
_ b faokle'probloB of Tranol. 118, Ho. 1, July 7, 1934,
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By April, 1934, all but five etatea had thio service, and some
•
'
'
_
'
'
of the other etatea were using the home economics department
■
1
of their state college, assigning a staff member to tfcs
.

...

transient servloe,3
One nutritlw adviser* e report gives the following
account of her activities!
“This office cooperated in the organization and
equipping of the food service units in the several
transient centers of the state. The weekly menus
are planned by the nutrition adviser and distri
buted to the centers two weeks in advance, insuring
sufficient time for the purchase and delivery of
foodstuffs. Each center Is visited at least once
a month for an inspection.••the largest center Is
visited weekly. In centers where the organisation
has been completed, the food costs are averaging
fourteen or fifteen cents*, per man per day;H 3
In XlUnoie, a dletitidn and two assistants supervised
the food service In transient camps throughout the state,
and were in charge of feeding single transients, transient
families, and the local homeless in Chicago, and Cook County,
and this seemed to be a fairly typical setup.
The food served in the camps and shelters was wholesome,
5#.
.
well-prepared, and afforded a balanced diet.
Rules and Regulations U m b e r Three stated that “Transients
may be provided for under either direct relief or through work
Mary A*t ',Hutriti,on Work Under the P
Administration*. ~
- ».
3.
4.

Yol. 36,

Uary#A., “I’oods and Nutrition in the F.E.R.A, \
a?, m o . 4, a P x i i , 1 9 3 5 ,
X)m 334e
Mason, Mary A., “Hutrltion Work Haler the Federal Em©
Relief Administration*, op . olt.. p. 336.
Mason, Mary A., “Foods ana autrition in the F.E.R.A."
Fiv. T w r ^ ,

op.

olt.. p. 8.

.1 .
relief**
w orfc relief wages were to be based upon the relief
need of the individml and/or his dependents*

This work

might be for wages, or for credit against the cost of trans
portation, olothing, or shelter.

It was specified that every

effort should be made to promote the development of a variety
of work projects for the purpose of utilizing various skills*
All of the projects had to be in connection with Federal,
State or local public property.

They had to be independent

of regular public works, and apart from normal governmental
enterprises.

•

These projects were subject to approval by the

State emergency relief administrator.

To facilitate the

establishment of proj eots, the Administrator ahhounoed that
•Three cooperative programs were entered into
with various other departments of the Federal
§5v«oment•" These were undertaken with the
United States Employment.Service, the Offloe of
the Commissioner General of Immigration, the
several departments (War. Wavy, Agriculture,, Public
Health, etc), which are in a position to designate
and supervise work-relief projects of permanent
value to the Federal Government. •• All Federal
Departments were...invited to submit lists of such
possible work-relief project#.*5
Unfortunately, there was no stabilizing incentive in the
form of a wage for work done, although a stipend of from Si to

4.
July, 1933, p. 9.
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S3 pe* week was paid, depending upon the work responsibilities.
The frequently registered ooraplaint that men would not "stay
■-r.,/ _ ' : ' - ■
" ■ ' ..'
'X ■
\ ■ "•
'
put* was an outgrowth of this eituatlon.

Bf December, 1933, transients were being employed in
a great variety of activities, including the building, re
pairing and maintenance of transient oamps and shelters|
booking, cleaning, laundering and clerical work, direction of
itional activities; teaching; working on fi
repairing of shoes and clothes; working in parks and
playgrounds; forestry work; toy making; work on land projects,
flood control; malaria and insect pest control, various studies
for the occupation of "white collar" workers, and m
:
: .. :: : ..
' ... ^ 1 ‘ 3 ' ' - - wide variety of other projwts*
A Federal directive stated that those employed on
ilief projects should be covered by compensation or accident
►, but^that these premiums could not be paid with

In October, 1933, instruotlons were sent out that the
ent service should provide recreational activities,
te relief administrations appointed state and local advisory
ttees to plan leisure-time activities.

x. rwwvo*. ^Hen 0., u m u v r m r ? r n
3,

Federal Enereencv .

3#
ly K.. Stti_olt., p. 80,
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and individual activities.

A

zoom, library books, magazines, writing materials, handcraft
i, recreation fields or gymnasiums providing for vigorous
competitive sports were to be part of the program, for the
it of both morale and health.
Each center was to develop educational and vocational
aetlvities, using personnel resources available on a work'
■ .
3 ' ■;
' '■
•
relief basis.
It was found that the most effective programs
red-blooded social evenings, and classes in practical
': - V
'
■ : ■ ■■
: ■ :■
3 ■
subjects such as radio, navigation, and carpentry.
The
sea of forums and discussion groups as an educa

•ffaotiv

tional and recreational device depended tpon the director.
- " '

'

-

'

- -

..

' A
.

One director barred the discussion of politics, economics
birth control from his center, which of course gave that
of M s program little value.
With respect to educational programs it should be noted
that there was one for FERA employees as well as clients.
During the academic year 1934-35 approximately 1,000 students
sent to accredited schools of social work, and

p. 6.
Ruth A., "On Every Town* s Doorstep", Bg
▼@1. XX7, Ho. 5, June, 1936, p. 364.
, Gertrude, "Miss Bailey Goes Visiting",

\

i
quotas were allotted to thlrty-Mne states.
Medical care was authorised In September, 1933,

on available facilities.

Physical

Infirmaries or hospitals were fre

quently operated in oonneotlon with the local shelters.
Facilities for handling venereal disease and tuberculosis,
3
however, were grossly lacking.
But, the classification of
disease groups was beneficial, and, in general In the Southwest,
3
tuberculous patients were given adequate care.
Rules and Reg
ulations U m b e r Seven stipulated that the state and local ad
ministrations should request the presidents of the State and

tlons to designate committees to advise the FERA In the form
ulation and adoption of adequate aedloal, nursing and dental
4
:
. ■
programs.
There was to be an agreement made to establish
• fee schedule, on the basis of am appreciable reduction from
5
the prevailing minimum rates for similar services.
However,
authorization for medical supplies were restricted to the

6
simplest emergency needs,

although the provision of necessary

n
i
medical care wao authorised, except for hospitalization,
3
institutional care#
Some states had quite complete medical programs.

or

In

1935 the Transient Bureau opened a fully equipped small
hospital in Topeka, Kansas.

Although it contained no women*s

sard, it did maintain an outdoor ellnle with an average daily
3
•
attendance of eighty*
Probably the most valuable contribution of the transient
medical care program, besides the remedial measures, was the
development of public awareness of the inadequacy of existlag health facilities*
Sew or reconditioned clothing was provided for as need
ed* including.shoes.

Facilities, on a work-relief basis, or

for the use. of the clients themselves* were available for the
conditioning of clothing.

There was a special emphasis upon

cooperation with the Red Cross and other private,agencies
5
with respect to clothes.
The development of standards of care and service in the
transient centers and camps followed closely the recommenda
tions originally made by the Committee on Care of Transient
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and Hmelense

By October, 1934, the District of Columbia

and all of the states except Vermont had an integrate! tran
sient program,

There were then 340 regional registration

and treatment centers located at strategic points on the main
lines of travel,

The si 20 of the shelterless population

declined sharply.,, jungles became practically extinct because
the railway police shook thro down several times a week and
cent the men to the Transient Bureaus.
In the early part of the. program, it wag difficult to
plan because there was no accurate information as to the
actual size of the load.

Then, too, no-one "knew quite how

to take hold and good theories broke down with disconcerting
frequency.

Trial and error had to be the rule."

Thus, while there was definite progress in the integra
tion of the program and in the services offered to transients,
there were wide variations in the act m l operation of the pro
gram in different areas.
During May, June, and July, 1934, a survey of the tran
sient program was undertaken by the Committee on Care of the
Transient and Homeless.

This study indicated that

x ; ‘P o ^ r ^ u c E ’C.;
3. Starr, M. “ “
Katherine
3.

siSol
Lerrigo, Ruth A., 9On Every Town*#

4.

^ringer, Gertrude, %

jolt., p. 421.
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“the Federal transient
although having
auch room for improvement,
one of bhe greatest
and moot significant aohie
t# In the field of
social work in rdcent years# The elementary
physical needs o f .life were being
faifly
„ feifly
net
old process of “passing on* of transients
after a day or two of care had been discontinued
clear that local
Lties
• e It
gradually, in eorng cases rapi^y, being
transient program-and toward transients as a
This was particularly true where a good work
had been developed.* 1
A brief reference at this point to various state
-

V

....

•

•

-

•will serve to illustrate the diversity of conditions
which the program was developed, and the lack of uniformity
in Its administration.
In Iowa, regional centers were
Des Moines, Mason Oity, and Sioux City,
had facilities for the complete care of unattached m m , in
cluding dormitories, dining rooms, nedloal units,
and limited recreational facilities,
the regional center, and temporary special dwellings were
maintained for them.

Following a conference with a social

worker, they were either aided toward their destination, m
provided with living quarters and <
were put, if possible. In 7.W.C.A. buildings on a

cooperative agreements with the T.W.O.A.

Care* of ^$ianalent- anor

pp. 59,

Travelers Aid.

p. 87,

U g h school classes were

and a few transients

were enrolled in Io%a State College or the University of Iowa,
on half-time projects.

Jmm Transient bureau policy

not to

taken showed that les
been returned could be located,

felt

program of stabilization and

In Kansas, however, with an inor<
of families, determined efforts
to their place of settlement, but
3
back again to

in Hewark, Elizabeth, Trenton,
bureau was responsible for the
district, including from two to
Utah, through 1934,
program.

Of this, 12.5 per cent.

14.85 for plant c

la
to
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persons waa sixty five cents, and the monthly coat per family
1
#30^08.
.
In Oonneotlomt nine institutions were operated, five
city shelters, two work camps in state forests, and two farms.
In 1935 their average number under care during each month was
1,211.

They found their problems mainly, to be in the selection *

and training of personnel, and in the administration of such
# new service..- They found- that community support was gained
through the efforts of staff members,: rather than through
advisory district committees.
gard to transients were:

Their other findings with re

that the attitude of the transient

toward work and group living depended largely upon the leader
ship qualities of camp and shelter personnel, and that a zeores'

'

-2

tlon program was helpful in fostering a more social attitude.
In Borth Dakota,the Transient Bureau had tliree treatment
centers.

Food, clothing, shelter, medical care and hospital

ization were provided.

Work, education and recreation were

intended;for those wishing to stay in one place until legal
residence could be verified or work sooured.

There were, four

forwarding centers, giving care for those passing through the
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state, where men were given one or two meals and lodging.

In

this state the Bureaus kept complete records of the transients
1
teeth, soars and identifying marks, and it should be noted
here that there was a regrettable tendency to take transients1
finger prints In many states.

day.

If a transient wished transportation to his legal place

of residence or to a job, he could work two hours extra each
day, at thirty cents an hour.

If he wished to obtain cash

for his personal use, he could work an extra half hour each
day,

The system used in this state would appear to have been

exceedingly routinlzed.

Each man was given a card which bad .

on It his transient case number, his bed number, the date of

There were seven squares on the card, which the forman punched
.
3
if the client had worked the required amount of-Siss,
In Puerto Rico, the report shows clearly the roofrof many
of our transient problems, when the director naively states
•There is no transient problem, as distances separating the
3
several towns are short.•
The program there was mainly for

on, B:

federal. .
'Sep

33-35,
tepo
of
Rico

lies. Printing and Transportation,
935, p. 565.

Relief

rented, which served as a dormitory, and the local shipping
companies filled their vacancies with these men.

Sailors

were suspended from the transient service if they would not
take an opportunity to sail either as a passenger or with a
job.

There appears to have been no self-government, and no

work.

A list of men to do each day*e work was posted on a

bulletin board, and

.

"strict discipline was maintained. Each man had
to be up at six a.m. and have his bed made. Those
not on duty had to vacate the building by 8:30 a.m.*

this building to be considered
relief."

"

'"" -Vv- .

The wide vlriotion in the
'states was. natural
ty resources, public
1 available.

It wa

in its incipient stages to be more conomcned
shelter, and consequently that constructive p
immediate need should develop more slowly,

ft

able that so much was done, when one considers

nature of its activities.

.

'

v

m m m v i

:

' '

':

YYPEB AfiD OLASSIFIOASIOHS OF mitSIEIITS
e8eouzlty ia not always won by staying in the
same place. In a dynamic society <me of the
serious risks is that of being stranded in an
area of declining employment, and one of the most
important means to individual security is the abil
ity to move in response to changing opportunities. • 1
, The depression transients were often the most enterprising

from all walks of life.

Migration offered an escape from

inactivity, and there was always the possibility that.all
'3

regarding their clients, which should serve as a valuable
guide for future programs;

For our purpose. It ie interesting

to see what types of people comprised the transient group, and

A small group of unattached and family-group migrants
merited some, if not all, of the chargee of worthlessness

* l8,aata ^

3*

*;

ne1 ‘

Ibid., p. 7.
, John H., •Internal Migration: Asset or UabllityT •,
f Social Work 1939. Columbia University
'• P»
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Of the unattached pezeons registered In Kay, 1934* at
transient bureaus and centers* 17 per cent# were from sixteen
to twenty years of ages 65 per cent were under thirty-five#
Of the persona in famines* 33#? per cent# were under sixteen*
as compared with 31.3 per cent# for the population as a whole*
a ,d 41#G per cent# for all relief persons#
A survey of registrants In April* 1935, showed the
earlier age distribution to be consistent with these find
ings#

Forty-two per cent# of the unattached transients were

under twenty-five* 44 per cent from twenty-five to fortyfour* and only 14 per cent over forty-five#

Heads of f am i n e s

were somewhat older - 15 per cent, under twenty-five, 64 per
cent# twenty-five to forty-four, and 21 per cent, over forty3
.
five*
Aa a whole, the studies made during the life of the
bureaus showed that two-thirds of the transients were under
forty-five, and twenty per cent, were under twenty years of
*6**
j

- : -v,

^ ; - '

-

-

:

:

'

'

A survey of thirteen elties during October and Hovenbor,

1934, showed the transient opposition a little more clearly#

in taking to the road was economic#

They were not only willing,
w m .
...
Hay, 1934*
oit;*
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but for the most part, able to work, and their ts&nslenoy was
usually of recent origin*

those registered, as having been

transients since 1939 were only about five per cent, among heads
of families, and seven per cent, among the unattached, and these
were probably migratory workers.

For heads of families, the

age concentration occurred between twenty-four and thirty-five
years, while for the unattached the concentration was between
fifteen and twenty-four.
The great majority of the transient families were complete
and normal family grot^pe.

About four-fifths were composed of

a husband and wife, or wife and one or more children.
17*6 per cent, were broken families.

Only

Four per cent, of all

members aver fifteen years of age were permanently separated,
and four per cent widowed or divorced.

Migrant families were

more nearly normal families than were families on resident
relief*

The average transient family was smaller by about

relief population.

Between September, 1934, and April, 1935,

the number varied between 3.0 and 3.3 persons,
all the members of families were women*
----- ,,
pp. !
lebb, John I*, and 1

and half of

Host of the children

Jack T*, "Migrant Families*,

B* 8*
3.
4.
5*

1936, p* 33*
Webb, John 2U, “Internal Migration*.
Webb, John H., “The Transient ~--- 1
Webb, John M.t =
OP, bit., p* 30*

X
In theso fenllloG had not yet passed the primary school age*
Family groups came Into the transient relief population
at a lower rate, and tended to remain under care In one plaos
3
longer than did the unattached transients.'
Although the
turnover of registrants at transient bureaus remained high,
there was little movement of families from bureau to bureau,
three-fourths of the families had registered at only one
transient bureau, and only one-tenth at three or more,

the

average number of stays at transient bureaus was 1.5 por
4
family*;
Unattached women never exceeded three per cent. In any

the great majority of the transients were native white
persons,

negroes represented one-tenth of the monthly, regis

tration, and foreign-born white approximately one-twentieth*

b o m whites was higher, the proportion for foreign-bom whites
lower, and the proportion of negroes about the same ao in the
■
' 6
general population.

: p * 7*
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A census taken on March 31, 1935, classified transients
by their respective states of origin.

The states furnishing

the greatest nusiber of transients, while also containing a
proportion of the total population of the country, were either
predominantly urban and highly industrialized, or states within
the boundary of the drought area.

The five states. Hew York,

the greatest number of transients, were also states, with one
exception, in which the per cent, of the resident relief popular
tloa was equal to or higher than for the country as a whole.

f Illinois was the exception, and this state is normally the
center of a large mobile labor supply.

Transients from these

five states totaled about thirty per cent, of the number in
the census.

Another twenty-five per cent, came from the states

of California, Michigan, Oklahoma, Ohio, and Washington.
Delaware, Vermont,-Mew Hampshire, Rhode Island and Maine
furnished the smallest number of transients, and these states
contain a comparatively small proportion of the total popula
tion. '

V

;

-

;

-

-

every titate both contributed and received migrants, although
in some states there was a marked net outward or inward flow.
The chief states of destination were west of the Mississippi
liver, and the general direction of the net movement was
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1
large cities, (over 100,000)» were the most important

.

source of the unattached transients,' and family groups came,
for the most part, from places under 10,000 population.

The

number of families from small towns was consistently larger
B :
.... "
than the proportion from farms and open oountry.'

.

Authorities seem to differ in their opinions concerning
the intelligence of migrants.

A survey made in Hew York in

July, 1935, of 7,700 male non-residents, showed the average
Intelligence Quotient to be 75.9, and therefore below average.'

cent."

Another authority has made extensive surveys

experiments both in this
Intelligence of migrants.

11

Using the army criteria, 13^7 per cent were feeble minded,
V" •: '
while^the general population is estimated to contain

to
luded that »a

migrants may be superior, inferior, or equal to non-migrants*,
and that until further studies are made, and the criteria
need to measure intelligence axe more accurate, “nothing can

of the Edit

5.

ikplm- David, "F
Mental Hygiene, Vol.

1
be eald about the intelligence of the migrant in
A eunrey in thirteen cities in 1955 shoeed that a eon•iderable a m b e r of the younger unattached transients had
never done gainful work* and that over half of then had no
usual occupations,

practically all of the older men

the transients reported usual occupations.
.

A census taken in March, 1935, of those registered at

transient camps and centers, classified the transients by
occupations.

About one-third of the unattached persons wea

unskilled workers, and praotloally half of this group were
agricultural laborers, dispossessed of jobs by the
cultural depression, drought, and crop
fhe balance of this unskilled group had been formerly
eidefly in the construction industry,
ing, public utilities, and the mining and oil industries.

Al

most two-fifths of the unattached persons represented skilled
and semi-skilled persons, and of the former group, praotloally
one-half oaae from the building and construction trades.'
the skilled and unskilled attached to the building and
struction industry were combined,
about twelve per cent, of those
Sicai.

this was true for heads of families as well as for

If

the unattached*1
Drivers of trucks, cars and tractors, conprieed one-third
of the semiskilled group, and operatives in factories, laxmderios, etc., another one-third»
Of the remaining thirty per cent, among tha unattached
persons, onerthird were servants and allied workers, and the
remainder were from the higher strata of occupations.

A

similar distribution for the heads of families showed a larger
proportion of this group than of the unattached as having been
in the proprietary class.

Among the skilled workers the pro

portion of heads of families was greater than for the un
attached. '

■ "

V,.

In a study of thirteen cities from May* 1S34, to April,
1935, only about one-third of the unattached, and two-fifths
■
•
•
;:
of the heads of families who were registered at the transient
bureaus, had had one or more non-relief jobs during migration.
Most of the employment secured during migration was temporary*
Heads of families were slightly more successful in securing
employment, but the duration of the jobs was the same for both
groups.

Only about five per cent of the transients reported

casual pursuits as their occupation before migration* but
from thirty-seven per cent to forty-five per cent, of the

psro###* o f

fsUBlly
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1
The same survey indicated that, on the uhole, the migrant
were not only willing to work, but able*

The proportion un

able to work among the heads of families, although about eight
per cent, was about twice as great as that among the un
attached, and may be related to the fact that among the heads
of families about eleven per cent* had taken to transiency
for health reasons.

Among the heads of families unable to

work, about one-third of the oases were temporarily disabled,
3
and only about one-tenth considered too old to work#

The amount of education varied with the
4
origin*
Two per cent; of the ua
cent, of the heads of family groups had
tloa*

Approximately two-third of both
5
school education or better.

largely illegal rides on freight and

2*
3.

Webb, John R.
MmjlnlGtration Report. P*

a

Pottery Ellen 0* ,*•Thf'uan Without estate",

8.

JoM &,^The*Tr^siSt ^936,-Pe 1

p.13*

hitchhiking.

The family

frequently by automobile*

ent

four times as mobile as the transient family*
close relationship between youth and mobility,
3
not peouliarly a depression phenomonon*
Durl
'

-

'

-

tiono, and in the summer, transients under
much more numerous;
Finally, all the data showed that
a population that changed membership constantly,
never the same on any two days in any
It was evident that there was an
mobility at all times among the lowest
every indication that this individual and
of migration had little
status of the families involved*
A large part, and possibly all, of
transients for one to four years were unable to
stability with an improvement In
of those who had been on the road more
It
3*

lbld, , p. li:
m b , John H*, X

Adsinistratio®,
3*

3* 0*, 1935, p* 71#
" W W W # wwiill
A## # (tAl
Webb,
John H«,
and Bryan,

Si
May, 1935, p. 10.
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to be permanently a part of that
endless series of migrations, most of whom are migratory
laborers.

•

-

f '"

• '

•

.

There was, apparently, no great d
of transients after the Federal
Some soxizdes indicated that
parts of the country was as
at any time previously.

Eighty

reported that the number of illegal
■' • ■•
$
an all-time high in July, 1937.
'

'

U. S.
1941, pp. 607, 608.

THE TERUIHATIOH OF THE TRAHSIEHT PROIBMI

aaergenoy lellef administrations that effective midnight t
September 20, 1935, no more persons were to be accepted for
relief from earmarked transient funds.

In a few instances,

where the transient problem was particularly acute, this
order was modified to allow a restricted intake policy,
provided that balances remaining from transient earmarked
funds were adequate.
.

- _ -

September 31, 1935.

A special census was taken on
.

+

.

-

,

.

It revealed % 9 , 4 1 5 transients and

18,860 local homeless receiving transient relief.

The with

drawal of federal funds resulted in the termination of moot
organized transient services, and of all the regular sta
tistical reporting.

The stream of transient flow was then

insistent late In 1934

Instructions were sent out for an orderly liquidation
1
of the program on a ease work basis,
the great majority

on the new work programs

This assumed that everyone be

longed somewhere, and that the community where he belonged
was willing and able to extend relief.

the budgets of the

private agencies had already been set up, and as there had
been no warning of the impending liquidation, there was no
possibility of constructive planning for the transients.
Protests from twenty-two states were registered in Washing4
'
'
. .
.
.• .
. .... .
ton# and through protests made by friends of the transient,
two important concessions were gained.

The WPA authorised

the COO was authorised to accept young men who met all the
qualifications but residence, provided they could designate
an eligible allottee*

The use of these concessions was

limited by the tendency of the local community to give pre-

1
ferentlal treatment to
tleth

>

g

women wore transferred to the rolls of the local relief offices.
This left the unesnployablea* and the unemployed who were not
under the transient toeafs. ©are at the time, in exactly the
same position as before with respect to settlement laws and
local policies of little care and passing on of transients;
In California the cessation of the service created such
a problem that the city of Los Angeles established a border
patrol at some sixteen border stations to try and turn back
3
'
"■
.■
•* ' '
all inooalns nlgranto.
One oaee will illustrate some of the problems connected
with tho liquidation of the program.
A woman who was a legal/resident of Los Angeles was
receiving county aid there.

She was offered a job in San

Francisco at a low wage, sufficient only to maintain herself,
which she accepted.

Her twelve-year-old son had made his way

to Hew Mexico where he wae in a transient camp when the program was liquidated.

As the Hew Mexico officials had no
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funds for the care of transients, it m s neoassary to send
him sonewhere.

He was a federal transient as far as the

Hew Mexico authorities were concerned.

The father was

dead so his residence was that of his mother.

The San

Francisco authorities would not authorize the Hew Mexioo
authorities to send him there, since his mother was a county
noa-reaident.

The Los Angeles authorities would not allow

him to be sent there since the mother was no longer in Los
Angeles*

The mother was not earning enough to provide for

the boy, so relief from some source was necessary.

Clearly

the boy was a responsibility of the state of California, and
not the responsibility of the authorities in Hew Mexico.

He

wanted to be with his mother, and yet there seemed to be no
%
way to get then together.
-

In this connection it should be mentioned that the Social
Security Act of 1935 does not solve the problem of the nonresident.

In Aid to Dependent Children only two states have

no residence requirement*

All of the others have a one year

requirement, and county resident requirements as well.

In

Old Ago Assistance all but four states have the Federal max
imum residence requirement, which is five out of the last
'nine:years.la the state, and usually a comity residence-r*»
qulremeat•a l s o * •Very-few transient and homeless are eligible
_____________
________
TBS
Division of Speoial Surveys and Studies, State Relief
istration of California, San Francisco, Cal*, 1936, p. 41*
Blakeslee, Ruth 0*, 11Laws and Administrative Practices as

ts le wi s , M. •&
3.

1939. Columbia University Press* Hew fork, 1939, p. 334.
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for social security benefits#

With respect to unemployment

compensation and old age insurance, non-residents are eligible
to participate Insofar as they are eypceeeful in obtaining
private employment In covered industries#

bureaus during the twelve months following the'closing of in
take chow that in the country as a whole forty-three per cent,
of the eases were closed because of voluntary withdrawal;
twenty-one per oent* because of the transfer to W A or other
federal projects; fourteen per cent, because of employment
secured; twelve per cent# because of transfer to general
relief; two per cent# because of the assumption of responsi
bility by relatives or friends, and eight per cent# for
miscellaneous reasons*
following the liquidation of the transient program the
Farm Security Administration, originally the Resettlement
Administration, has aided the transient#

Through its pro

gram of rural rehabilitation many thousands of families have
been given loans to become established in new locations, and
loans have been given to keep families on", the ..land#

Direct

relief grants in limited numbers have been made to agricultural
migratory workers in various places, but oven today the camps
1,
3.

W e W , John H#,
Administration,
D. 0#, 1935, p. 43.
Ibid., p. xi.
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f«r si grants in California end Arizona can handle a maximum
1
of only about 8,600*
However, the establishment of an:F8A
unit in a particular locality usually ie followed by lapzovement of the standards in private camps*
An examination of the scope and cost of the transient
program will enable us to evaluate it more clearly.
By the end of February, 1934, forty-four states and the
District of Columbia had had transient bureaus and camps in
operation.

The a m b e r of individuals assisted through these

agencies increased during that month from approximately
116,000 to 138,000 while the total number of Individuals
served during the month of February

was 354,724*

By May,

1954, the transient centers had increased from 349 to 395,
■

3

''

and camps from 85 to 190*
In 1934 it was discovered that the number of transients
was far below the estimates, and even when a l l ,the states
except Vermont had programs, the a m b e r s still remained below
the estimates.
population*

It was impossible to determine the transient

The monthly registration included duplicates

from the rapid movement of a large part of the transient popue
lation, while the number trader oare in one full day did not
cover those enroute.

Careful estimates during the operation

17
the^Interstate Migration
3.
3*

select Oommittee to Investigate
Destitute citizens* op* pit*.

of

Ibid.! po; si, 3 2 .
Potter, Ellen 0.. After Five Tears, op. olt.. p. 5.

of tka transient program

««««

»CJ.« wvu,%

attached parson® and 50,000 family groups xrho rdceived aid
1934-1935*

Beoause the transient population la constantly

changing* the m$aber of individuals and family groups that
at acme tiise received aid from transient bureaus

probably

two to three times these
With the termination of the Civil Works Program, the
transient load increased^ from 126,873 In February, 1934,
to 174,138 in May, 1934.

The peak of registration for one

month was reached In August, 1934, with a total of 395,384
unattached Individuals and 16,333 family groups being reported
for that month.

At no time did the mid-monthly census ex

ceed that of February, 1935, when the record stood at 300,460.'
The totals were strongly affected by seasonal Influence,
especially among the unattached,

as well as by the gradual

of the area covered by the program.5
The following figures show the relationship between the
Federal and the state transients.

Of the 169,319 transients

who received relief on April 16,1934, there were 135,343

3.

Potter,
John H.,

5.
May, 1934, p. 12.

9?

Federal transients, and 44,077 State transients, or those
who had resided In the state over a year, hut who had no
place o:T residence, and were cared for hy the Federal tran1
slent bureaus In the Game manner as the Federal transients.
When th® transient program began, states presented an
estimate of transient costs for a given period of time, in
arbitrary amounts, until budgets could be developed.

These

grants were made on a monthly basis, and from 1934 on the
requests were cleared with the Assistant Administrator in
.

.

.

.

>

■ .

.

charge of relations with states, who, in turn, presented
recommendations for all programs to the Administrator#
The cost.;of the transient program was 3.5 per cent, of :
•^e 0 0 8 1 of the resident program under F53U in February, 1934,
and the numbers aided were 1#8 per cent, of the 30,000,000
people receiving assistance in that month;

By June 30, 1936,

last grants to States and Territories had been sad© for all
FTOA programs.

In a little over three years, $3,067,613,538

was granted outright to the states for "relieving the hard?
3
ships and suffering caused by unemployment."
From the in
ception of the transient program through December 31, 1935,
§85,779,329, including §8,539,374 for plant and equipment
had been spent.
2,
s;
4;

All administrative cost incurred.In,earing

'
April, 1934. p. Xo.
Ibid.. December, 1935, p. 10.

—

;

"

sei oit..
S ? ,

1 9 3 ^ p. 79.;

.

. .

._
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for both Federal and state transients, as well as the oost
of relief and of bnildinss and equipment for Federal transfer
wore psid for fron earmarked funds,

The oost of relief in-

ourred in oaring for state transients

v/as charged to the

general relief funds of the State emergency relief odmlnle■
■' i ■
■
■
:
,
. ■ . . -.
tratlon.
The same urooedure was followed with respect to
'■
■
- ■
,■ ,
the local homeless, who were cared for in the transient
■

■

■

•

'

.

..

w a t e r s , ..even though they had legal settlement status in the
community and the state in which they registered, but no
■■ ' -3
; ';
'
■ " 'v
v
'. ... ■ * ■ ■. _ ■
homes.
The transient program In California cost f)9,479,213.18;
la Hew York, six million dollars, in Ohio and Pennsylvania,
four million, and less in each of the other states.
9In return for these expenditures, health and
decent standards of living were maintained for
thousand# upon thousands of men, women, ana
children during the depths of
if the depression;
jungles disappeared along the railroad tracks;
constructive work, adding to the beauty and the
wealth of the community was performed; trespass
on the railroads was reduced, and new a.
types of service to human beings adrift

Having surveyed the alme,
let us examine the
some conclusion

a. T5CT.:
3.
4.

l e H s , M. B.,
Potter, Ellen

p. 7i
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the FERA had far-reaohing Influence on the development of

bad been any eooial work before#
program there were the beginnings of experiments demonstrat
ing the therapy possible In small g r o w shelters and In oaaps
classified as to function and the type of need to be served#
Elementary therapies were discovered, such as adequate light
ing and ventilation, the use of paint and color. Individual
lookers, recreation, balanced and diversified meals three
times a day as In families, and non-judgmental attitudes
and Individual Interest by staff members#

But the temporary

nature of the program was an Impediment to
administrative uncertainties as to the size and
appropriations, which handicapped long-time planning#

There

was no real sense of security in the administrators and their
employees, nor in the recipients of relief#
the transient program tended to lose all Identity with
the rest of the relief program in order to gain an identity
of its own.

State transient directors took directions from

and troubles to the Federal office.

This segregation of

presented before the Elect Committee to
the Interstate Migration of
Illinois, August 19, 1940.
3.

Wilson, Robert S.,
of Resident Homeless and Unattached Persons*, national
Conference of Sooia^ Work 1937. University of Chicago

a;
4#

M £ . # p. ssf0’
Brown, Josephine C#
and Co., Sew York, 1940, p.

155006

Henry Holt

1G0

transients and created new problems.

In camgs, men were out

off from society, and branded as transients.
There was a lack of a sufficient supervisory field staff
in the national office to stimulate development.

The failure

to promote advisory citizens* committees and to evolve haraonlous community cooperation resulted in the programs not taking
root in the local communities, although where the program was
developed along sound lines of community organization it was
accepted as an integral unit of service, and an essential
community program.
Widespread public resistance arose in areas where Federal
aid was thoughtto exceed the relief available for local res
idents. Often the only reason the program was accepted was
because large amounts of Federal money were involved.

It was

especially unwelcome because it sometimes deprived the locally
elected officials of a function which they felt should be fcheixs.
The speed with which the program moved and the pressure under
which the staffs had to work made it difficult to use com-

Thus little
1. Wickenden,
. The Survey. Yol. LiXXXn, Ho.
3. Poiiir, Ellen C., After Five

ll
a . ' ; /

real

built up in the community.
Another criticism of the program was that staff salaries

were too low.

In many Instances transients on work-relief

wages were doing full-time specialized johm.

It was felt that the resident homeless* usually solitary
widowers, divorced men and bachelors, should not have been
placed in congregate shelters with the transients as they .
often were, while before the transient program they had
usually been receiving home relief.

The program leaned heavily on camps. While the camps
provided good health standards and more possibilities of
rehabilitation in constructive work than did congregate
shelter care, both tended to "atomize* the individual and
emphasize the forces of disintegration already eet in motion
3
by transiency.
Also, the services of the employment ex
changes should have been available in camps.

sound base work.

However as

"Great progress was made in the handling

of the transient and homeless, and more satisfactory stand-

3.
3.

Brown,Josephine 0.. op.
"Single Hen Are Hoboes*.
Ho.
So^ l985,
BS. October 18,
18. 1933
192
Public welfare Hews, Vol.
"HciiT
tot.

voi. i x m , -

&*de of service developedie

.

"The ehazge that migration w e being encouraged
and a new class of transient people being created
weighed heavily with many who moved to abolish,
the program. Testimony,...by qualified adminis
trators. from all fields of relief and public
assistance contradicts the popular impression*
It was regularly testified that the great majority
of migrants to-day are in search of a hew beginning,
and ready to work hard and sacrifice much to secure
it,1(3
the FERA programs began as part of an effort to pro

vide a constructive answer to the problem of unemployment.

Much of

the bitterness and resentment of the social workers

when .the transient program was given up was due to failure to
understand this primary objective,

there were, however,

many lasting benefits of the transient Program.
Constructive planning was applied to the transient problen
the public was made aware of the needs of this group, and the
initial governmental pioneering has been done.

Planning for

transients in the future will have an extensive base of facts
and experience upon which to build.

Standards have been set

%g> in every aspect of transient care.
It is impossible to gauge the benefits of the program
In terms of better citizens, through rehabilitation, morale
building, the acquisition and maintenance of skills, and the

S.

promotion of health,
just getting into Its stride,
It met a great need, and irao
the value of its facilities and

—
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•When an economy geared to
S prodtuotion
reverts to the pace of
the tide of migration will flow back toward the
areas where such production is located, or the
defense workers will find themselves a stranded
population or be forced ones sore to
of it will certainly again
in this
try, as soon as the
" 1
sleek
Migration induced by the def«

will

moreover, difficulties of the
depression-induced migration,
the national scope of migration in this country

even, that neither local units of government
nor the States are capable, within their
limited resources as well as their necessarily
limited contact with and grasp of the problem,
of applying adequate measures of alleviation,
not to speak of far-reaching, long-range remedies.*3
It would appear that the first
vention and alleviation of transit

modif1-

oation of our outmoded and diverse settlement laws,
responsible bodies have advocated national

D. c.,p. 11.

-----

t hi a respect.
The Oounoil of State Goveimente, meeting in 1637* with
representatives from forty-five states* adopted a aeries of
resolutions favoring ^uniform and reciprocal State laws to
iron out some of the conflicts.*

It rooonmended a standard

requireBent of one year to gain settlement* a provision for
retaining the o M settlement until a new settlement was
acquired* and relief and service during any period of inquiry
as to settlement, with funds available to the state for re
imbursement of local communities for service rendered to
1^
... . .■: .
transients,
the Committee on Care of Transient and Homeless con
tinually points out the need for unification of the laws
of legal settlement* as well as surer direction and guidance

2
for men in search of employment.
In March, 1936, the Commissions on Interstate Coopera
tion of Hew York, Hew Jersey, and Pennsylvania, organized
the Trenton Conference on Transients and Settlement Laws,
with twenty-two states represented.

Resolutions were made

calling upon the states to modify their laws of legal
settlement and their poor laws to bring about great uniform
ity, and asking the participation of federal and state g o v e m I," T potter*_i!lllen ■0.*
tteera
7 1837, p. 9.
3.

" \
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l
In 1937, the Governor of Minnesota called an Interstate
Conference to shloh fifteen states were InvltM.

This oon2

ferenoe adopted principles similar to the Trenton Conference.
A report of the California State Relief Commission ad
vocated the adoption of a uniform period of settlement of one
year, with no loss of settlement in one state until settlement
3
hag,been gained in another state.
,

A Conference on Governmental Objectives in 1934, .called

by the American Association of Social Workers advocated oom4
plete repeal of the settlement laws.
In 1843 the Commissioner of the Sew York Department of
Social Welfare in his Report to the Governor, advocated the
5
abolition of settlement laws.
Again in 1943, a regional conference on relief and
residence laws was called by the Pennsylvania Commission on

Committee, in conjunction with
meats.

A resolution was adopted that the settlement laws

be abolished^

r
a

m

3.

M. H
S» Mimeographed Report,
Division of
.68, state Relief Administration of California, San Francisco, California,

4.

Potter, Ellen C., ’•Transient and Homeless Persons*, Social
Work Year Bobk 1935, Russell Sage Foundation, Hew York, llis.
Y
^0 -

..• • ■•■ -

-

.

5.
6.

8erTloe PeTlCT(

10*

Kfforta to solve the problems growing out of settlement
laws have met with little success.

Some persons favor a

uniform settlement law for all states, and others would
abolish all euoh laws.
In view of the novelty of the field, and the variation
in climate and resources in the several states, the moat
practical program would seem to be that of a uniform settle
ment law of one year in every State, with provision for not
losing one settlement until another has been gained, and pro
vision for gaining settlement while ah individual is receiving
financial aid.

Once a uniform law of this sort were accomplish

ed, It would be easier to see the total effects a program of
complete abolition of settlement laws would have.
In this way, everyone would be assured of having aid when
it is needed.

.

'V

"v; ' ^

T^

'

HIf many families and individuals, had been able
to secure assistance when they first needed it,
the cost to public agencies and especially to the
Federal Government would probably have been much
lees in the long run. Instead, these people find
themselves unable to stop moving in search of
work until they have exhausted all their resources,
not only of personal belonging#, means of trans
portation and the tools of their trade, but often
of physical capacity to provide for themselves.*3
Surely, it is very wasteful for a country to squander Its

most vital resources, the health, morale, aad uaefulneae
of Its citizens in this manner.
A uniform ooitle^snt law would make every citizen
eligible for aid when it is needed.

In order to establish

such a law, and to make such aid available, it would be
necessary to invoke federal aid.

Just as the 1939 amendment

to the Social Security Act has made social work procedure
obligatory in those states utilising the Social Security
program, funds for the relief of transients would be made
-

.

-

'

'

-

:

'

-

'

'

'

'

'

---

.

'

'

available upon the adoption of a uniform settlement law.
As Members of a community should have some responsibility
for, and some part in planning and carrying out measures which
vitally affect their lives and welfare,

a sound program of

public welfare would integrate its programs for both the
resident and the transient.

A system of federal grants-ln-aId,

to be administered through State departments of public welfare,
would not result in the segregation of the migrant as a purely
federal program would tend to do, and he would thus be en
couraged to put his roots down.

r

As it is obvious that the transient needs food, shelter,
clothing, case work services and rehabilitation programs, it
is also certain that he needs direction In M s migration.
;

-V-

- ^

‘

%

. - .

4
'

'- '

*

•

•

'

As

:

our economy io partially depeident upon a mobile labor supply.
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migration must be adjusted to areas where there is a demand
for their services.

Resettlement and stability are contingent

upon eoonomio opportunity.

It is to be hoped that the ex

pension of the n . -8, Employment Service due to the m r will
be carried on afterwards by an increasingly professionalized
staff, and that they -Rill set up programs of vocational
gutdanoe and training.

If they can place the right worker

in the right job# they will have the confidence of residents
and transients alike, and the need for private agencies, with
their

often unscrupulous and irresponsible methods,'trill be

gens,

through a national system of employment exchanges, un

directed wandering In search of jobs can be eliminated.
In addition to aiding the migrant on rente,, a truly
far-slated program should be planned in positive terns,
as well as in the negative approach of mitigating specific
3
handicaps imposed by transiency.
.
^Resident homeless are the springs that
stream of national transiency, and will
to feed it until communities and states
their clear and definite responsibility
ment at the source where the problem io
and wholly manageable.**
XT

ifebb, John ii.',

a.

nting
liektoden, Eli

feed the
continue
accept
for treat
localized

both, #fxansiency-5obili^yin1|rouble,,<.
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The handicaps of unemployment, illness, and dependency,
1
axe not restricted to transients.
Public and private agencies
can do a more constructive job in the prevention of transiency
as a result of the factual data accumulated through the PERA
transient program, which point to the necessity for, and the
expansion of, community resources.

Adjustments in our so

cial and economic structure should tend to eliminate tran
siency, unemployment, improper land use, and the insecurity
' '
.
3
of the individual*
As

a hopeful declaration of policy for the future.

President Roosevelt has said:
*1 would ask no one to defend a democracy which in
turn would not defend everyone in the nation against want and privation. The strength of this
nation shall not be diluted by the failure of
the government to protect the well being of Its
citizens.« 4
Citizens must take the problem of transiency and dependency
seriously* a M aid in stabilization ^nd prevention if the
problem of:-the transient is to be solved. .They must promote
adequate programs of relief, work, and morale-building in
their home towns, and begin to think in terms of national
i.

wickenden, Elizabeth, "Transiency-Mobility in Trouble*,
op. olt.. p. 309.1
p. 307.
*
-John H* i
Vole XXX, Vo.

1, p*

Ill

1
responsibility for all of their fellow men#
"Bot only should a government in the mere exeroioe of its police power be prepared.to see
that no one shall be driven to desperation for
lack of the necessities of life, and not only
is the whole burden of relief unduly heavy to
be borne by a generous few, but in the search
light of the modern spirit another fact stands
out with glaring dlstinetneso. The poor and
suffering are so, not only b y their own fault
or peculiar misfortune, but by the fault of
us all# Government permits working and living
conditions which create poverty and sickness even licenses some of them, and it is only just
that organized society as a whole should struggle
with the responsibility and pay the cost# *3

PoTE^rTTIIm
3#

Survey. Vol# :
Brown , Josephine
Holt and 0o#» “

APPENDIX I
Trespassers Killed

Dttder 14
14 to 31
Adults, Including
hobos and

3,415

3,369

3,744

4,055

4,413

TOTAL

4,473-

4,363

4,749

5,300

5,830
X

a

78,099

1930

170,641

I I I I 791315

1933

1 5 5 ®

1937 . . . . . . . .
1930 I : M

University
pT53.
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(Public No. 15, 48 8tat. 55 Oh. 39)

several States and Territories and
In relieving the hardship and suffering
:
-"Betlt
of the United 8ta
That the Congress
depression
salon has created a serious emergency, due to widespread
loyment and Increasing inadequacy of State and local re
ting or threatened deprivefunds, resulting
ating in the existing
of
families
iiderable
it
of the necessities of life,
the Federal Qov
.vely witifthe
several States and Territories
to furnishing relief to their needy
Sec. 3.

(a)

The

of the Corporation not to
the fund
"
*

tltl^I % % W ° ^ g e n ^ t l i ^ a M

ot thi. Act upon
lief Administrator provided for In section 3.

tbe PI8Tl,1° "

(b)
The amount of notes,
such obligations which
tlon and empowered tmd
Finance Corporation Act, as amended, to have outs
any one time is increased by $500,000,000!
no such additional notes, defoe:
obligations authorised by this
except at such times and in such amounts as
shall approve.
(b) After the expiration of ten days after
which the Federal Emergency Relief Admlnls*
qualified and has taken office no application eh
approved by the Reconstruction Finance C o g g a t l o n u
provisions of title I of
1933, and the Federal
ef
s to all files
of
I
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Finance Corporation relating to the administration of funds
under title I of such Aot. At the expiration of such teaday period, the unexpended and unobligated balance of the
funds authorised under title I of such Aot shall be available
for the purposes of this Aot.
Geo. 3. (a) There is hereby created a Federal Emergency
Relief Administration, all the powers of which shall be ex
ercised by a Federal Emergency Relief Administrator (referred
to in this Aot as the "Administrator") to be appointed by the
President, by aid with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The Administrator shall receive a salary to be fixed by the
President at not to exceed $10,000, and necessary traveling
and subsistence expenses .71thin the limitations prescribed by
law for civilian employees in the executive branch of the
Government. The Federal Emergency Relief Administration and
the office of Federal Emergency Relief Administrator shall
cease to exist tpon the expiration of two years after the
date of enactment of this Act, and the unexpended balance on
such date of any funds made available under the provisions of
the Aot shall be disposed of as the Congress may by law direct;
(b) The Administrator may appoint and fix the condensa
tion of such experts and their appointment may be made and
compensation fixed without regard to the civil service laws,
or the Classification Aot of 1933, as amended, and the Ad
ministrator may, in the same manner, appoint and fix the
compensation of such other officers and employees as are
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act, but such
compensation shall not exceed in any case the sum of 88*000;
and may make such expenditures (including expenditures for
personal services and rent at the seat of government and else
where and for printing and binding), not to exceed S380.000,
as are necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act, to
be paid by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation out of funds
made available by this Aot upon presentation of vouchers
approved by the Administrator or by. an officer of the Ad
ministration designated by him for that purpose# The Ad
ministrator may, under rules and regulations prescribed by
the President, assume control of the administration in any
state or States where, in his judgment, more effective and
efficient cooperation between the State and Federal authorities
may thereby be secured in carrying out the purposes of this Aot.
(o) In executing any of the provisions of this Act, the
Administrator, and any person duly authorized or designated by
him, may conduct any investigation pertinent or material to
the furtherance of the purposes of this Act and, at the request
of the President, shall make such further investigations and
studies as the President may deem necessary in dealing with
problems of unemployment relief;

u#

(d)
The Administrator shall print monthly, and shall
submit to the President and to the Senate and the House of
Representatives (or to the Secretary of the Senate and the
Clerk of the House of Representatives, if those bodies are
not in session), a report of his activities and expenditures
under this Act. Such reports shall, when submitted, be
printed as public documents.
Sec. 4. (a) Out of the funds of the Reconstruction
finance Corporation made available by this Act, the Ad
ministrator is authorised to make grants to the several
States to aid in meeting the costs of furnishing relief and
work relief and in relieving the hardship and suffering caused
by unemployment In the form of money, service, materials, and/or
commodities to provide the necessities of life to persons in
need as a result of the present emergency, and/or to their
dependents, whether resident, transient, or homeless#
(by Of the amounts made available by this Aot not to
exceed #350*000,000 shall be granted to the several States
applying therefor, in the following manners Each State shall
be entitled to receive grants equal to one third of the amount
expended by such State, including the civil subdivisions there
of, out of public moneys from all sources for the purposes set
forth in subsection (a) of this section; and such grants shall
be made quarterly, beginning with the second quarter in the
calendar year 1933, and shall be made during any quarter upon
the basis of such expenditures certified by the States to have
been m d e during the preeeding quarter,
(o) The balance of the amounts made available by this
Act, exoept the amount required for administrative expenditures
under section 3, shall be used for grants to be made whenever,
from an application presented by a State, the Administrator
finds that the combined moneys which can be made available
under subsection (b) of this section will fall below the
estimated needs within the State for the purposes specified
in subsection (a) of this section; Provided, That the Ad
ministrator may certify out of the funds made available by
this subsection additional grants to States applying therefor
to aid needy persons who have no legal settlement in any one
State or community, and to aid in assisting cooperative and
self-help associations for the barter of goods and services^
(d) After October 1, 1933, notwithstanding the provi
sions or subsection (b)* the unexpended balance of the amounts
available for the purposes of subsection (b) may, in the dis
cretion of the Administrator and with the approval of the
President, be available for grants under subsection (e).
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(e) The decision of the Administrator as to
of any expenditure shall be final.
(f) The amount available to
sections (b) and (c) of
centum of the total amount

ion

&
Any State desiring to
this
Act shall through its Governor make
time to time to the Administrator,
11cation so
shall present In the manner
Information shoeing (1) the
i i h needs In the State during the _
tloa and the amounts available from.public or private sou:
within the State, its political
divisions, and private
agencies, to meet the relief needs of the state, (
(2) the
provisions made to assure adequate administrative
vision, (3) the provision made for suitable s
relief, and (4) the purposes for which the
will be used.
Seo. 8. The Administrator upon approving a grant to
any State shall so certify to the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation which shall except upon revocation of a cer
tificate by the Administrator, make payments without delay
to the State In such amounts and at such times as
prescribed in the certificate. The Governor of
receiving grants under this Aet shall file mont:
the Administrator, and in the form required by him, a
of the disbursements made under such grants.
Sec. 7. As used in the foregoing provisions of this
Act, the term "State* shall Include the District of Columbia,
Alaska, Hawaii, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico; and
the term*Govemor" shall include the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia.
8. This Act may be cited as the
Relief Act of 1933.fl
Approved, Hay 12, 1933.
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Wa8hington- =•

e.efhe Committee submits, as the result of its ten-month
study of the problems of migration, the following recommendstlonei
■■
:
, / '
:
,
1* To care for migrants while they are pursuing a job,
either in agriculture or in industry, the following measures
are required:
v
,
'
(a) Legislation to regulate the activities of interstate
labor oontraotora;
. :
' , .• •
pursuing aAjob,
legislation to
in interstate commerce.
(c) Continued improvement of the standards of houaing
and sanitation for migratory agricultural workers by a
limited extension in the areas where they already exist of
the Farm Security Administration camps for agricultural
migrants, and the establishment of new camps in areas where
great increase in the use of agricultural m i g r a t o r labor has
recently begun; the committee wishes it understood that it
particularly views the extension of Government camps as a
model for private camps and a means for setting new standards
locally;
(d) To secure continued
of housing and sanitation for
the establishment of a fourth
under the Social Security Act

improvement of the standards
migratory agricultural workers,
category of public assistance
to provide general relief for

the committee^8 for^ g ® ntlal tolS*ants in agriculture,
(a) The extension of the activities of the Farm Security
Administration on behalf of low-income farm families by a
reduction of the case load for loan supervisors from the
present figures of 189 to at most 135 clients per supervisor
...At the same time the committee recommends increasing the
number of new clients which the program can take care of each
fiscal year, to provide assistance for low-income farm families
which will help to prevent them from becoming migrants.
(b)

The continuance and extension at as rapid a rate as
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feasible of water
the Wheeler-Oaoe
wheeler-Oaee program. *
provision of public aid in
and to continue and extend, at
adequate water sipplles for f,

rapid rate f' on the

ble,

. 3. To care for migrant families who
a new start and for whom a return to the!
is not a feasible solution, the committee
(a) For the agricultural migrant an opportunity to
return to independent farming, to the limit of the facilities
now available, either on a reclamation project now opening
up or under the Bankhead-Jones tenant purchase program, and
which may become available for assisting worthy and qualified
farmers
to acQuire
and
own a- farm.
:
- ;
--

.

.

-

-

... _

(b) Go provide for as many agricultural migrants as
possible an opportunity to return to independent farming.
(o) For the nonagricultural migrants, and for those
agricultural migratory workers who wish to gain residence
and secure settlement rights which will enable thtm to
9%op moving from State to State, the committee recommends
the enactment of legislation to provide general relief under
the Social Security Act for non-settled persons with Federal
grant»-ln-ald to those States which comply with a uniform
settlement requirement.
We are constantly confronted with the general-relief
question, and particularly the relationship of the settlement
laws to migratory, transient, and nonsettled persons, and the
responsibility of the States for these individuals. The
Bommittee found that in many States no general relief program
had been developed and that in many other States where relief
was greatly needed no adequate program had been developed. In
those particular States it was found that all available
funds were tied up in matching Federal grants in the three
established categories under the Social Security Act.
The committee proposes that Congress carefully study and
consider changes to the Social Security Act with reference
to the following points$ (1) Whether a fourth category of
general relief should be established for nonsettled persons.
The problem of the nonsettled persons has already cost
the United States Treasury upwards of.$05,000,000 during the
Federal transient program between July, 1933, and December,
193S. With this in mind, the committee urges that Congress

*

m

devote Itself to removing the barriers which have deprived
this group of persons of their settlement rights and oast them
into the limbo of men without a State.
1
Ihe solution of the problem of migration is interwoven with
the larger problem of unemployment. On thlssprealae it may be
for agricultural products would also contribute to the eoluHe recommend that the States be encouraged to reexamine
their reeponslbiliti eo regarding corporate ownerslilp of farm
land* vocational education, .general relief, and taxation..
Complied from

ismFrnvim?nk-r>m

m* -

Government Printing Office, Washington, D. o., 1941, S - V n
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